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When a Doctor Falls from the Sky:
The Impact of Easing Doctor Supply Constraints on Mortality
Edward N. Okeke∗

Abstract
This paper describes the results of a policy experiment conducted in coordination with the Nigerian
government. In this experiment, some communities were randomly selected to receive a new doctor.
These doctors were posted to the public health center serving the community to work for a year. Prior
to their arrival, health care was provided by mid-level health care providers (MLP). To separate the
effect of (ostensibly higher) quality from that of quantity, another group of communities was provided
with an additional mid-level health care worker. A third group of communities received no additional
workers. No other inputs were provided. I find a measurable decrease in mortality in communities
assigned a doctor but not in communities assigned an additional MLP, suggesting that quality in the
health care sector is a significant constraint.
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Introduction
The Alma Ata declaration of 1978, signed onto by 134 countries, marked a landmark moment in global

health, identifying primary health care as the key to the attainment of the goal of Health for All (World
Health Organization, 1978). Since that declaration many developing countries have vigorously pursued
policies expanding access to primary health care.1 However, as study after study has found disappointing
results of expansions in access (Ansah et al., 2009; Powell-Jackson et al., 2015; Okeke and Chari, 2014;
Godlonton and Okeke, 2016), a growing chorus has called for a new focus on quality (Das et al., 2018; Kruk
et al., 2016; Lagarde et al., 2019).2 But what constrains quality? This is hotly debated.3 More fundamentally
the role of quality in explaining poor health outcomes in developing countries remains largely a matter of
conjecture (Kruk et al., 2018).
This paper presents findings from a policy experiment conducted in coordination with the Nigerian
government. In this experiment, some communities were randomly selected to receive a new medical officer.4 This represents the first time, to the best of my knowledge, that doctors have been randomly assigned
to communities. This is not only novel, it is significant, because random assignment breaks the pernicious
link between provider and patient characteristics that almost always exists, and allows us to hone in on a
particular characteristic that we care about – quality (more on this later). The medical officers were posted
to work in public primary health centers in these communities – joining existing providers – to practice
for about one year. Prior to their arrival, health care was delivered almost entirely by mid-level health
care providers.5 To the extent that doctors are more proficient, on average, this represents an exogenous
infusion of quality into the community. However, by virtue of adding an extra health care worker to the
health center, the intervention also generates a ‘quantity’ effect, which may also be interesting in its own
right. This effect could be positive if the added worker gives health centers added flexibility, or if they
bring new energy or enthusiasm. On the other hand, the effect could be negative if the introduction of a
new worker has disruptive effects (Bartel et al., 2014).
To separate quality from quantity effects, another group of randomly selected communities was provided with an additional health care worker. This new worker had similar qualifications to existing workers
(thus holding quality constant and varying only quantity). Throughout this paper I refer to these workers
as mid-level providers. In all respects other than the identity of the supplied provider, everything else was
carefully held the same: the length of the posting was identical, the deployments were carefully sequenced
so that they arrived at about the same time, and they worked under the same conditions. No other inputs
were provided; the only change was the addition of a new health care worker. A third group of communities received no additional workers and continued under the status quo (this is the pure control group).
Thus the setup, in addition to allowing me to isolate the effect of quality, has the added benefit of allowing
1

Weiss et al. (2020) shows that the majority of the world’s population has reasonably good access to a health facility.
There is an interesting, noteworthy parallel with regards to access to education, educational outcomes and teacher quality
Bold et al. (2017); Hanushek and Woessmann (2011).
3
See Das and Hammer (2014) for a review.
4
A medical officer is a health provider with an MBBS or equivalent qualification. MBBS stands for Bachelor of Medicine,
Bachelor of Surgery. It is equivalent to the MD.
5
The term mid-level health worker refers to all health providers without an MBBS. It includes, for example, nurses, midwives,
and community health workers.
2
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me to contrast the effect of increasing quality vs. increasing quantity of health care workers. To measure
these effects I collected extensive data on individual outcomes using household surveys; I also collected
detailed data from health centers and health care workers (I will describe these later). These rich data
provide unusually detailed insight and allow me to draw reasonably precise conclusions. There are three
main findings:
First, I show that the intervention led to large and significant improvements in access to doctorprovided care. Using data from primary health center staffing registers I show that the probability of
having a doctor on staff increased by about 94 percentage points, off a baseline of nearly zero. Using
data from unannounced visits to the health center over the intervention period I further show that the
doctors were ‘on-seat’ majority of the time (on average about 72% of the time). Finally, I show that the
probability that an individual seeking care was seen by a doctor increased significantly. Using data taken
from women’s health cards I show that, in communities where a doctor was assigned, the probability that
care during pregnancy was provided by a doctor increased by about 22 percentage points. This provides a
useful benchmark.
Second, I show that health outcomes improved in communities where a doctor was randomly assigned,
but not in communities assigned an additional (mid-level) health care worker. I find that early infant mortality – an infant death within a week of birth (henceforth 7-day mortality) – decreased by about 20 percent.
For context, a 20% decrease in mortality would, all but, eliminate the existing mortality gap between rural and urban areas in Nigeria (National Population Commission and ICF International, 2014). Consistent
with a causal relationship I present evidence of a dose-response effect: children that received a greater
dose of the ‘treatment’, measured by the number of in utero months exposed to the new provider (i.e., the
number of months between when the provider arrived and when the woman gave birth), experienced a
larger decrease in mortality. I discuss, and rule out to the extent possible, confounding explanations for
these results including participant crossover between arms, differential levels of monitoring, and other
background changes unrelated to the health worker intervention.
Third, I present evidence that better quality treatment likely explains these health improvements. I
show that the new doctors demonstrate higher levels of clinical proficiency – measured using multiple
methods – relative to default providers. The differences are large: a medical officer at the 20th percentile
of the proficiency distribution is roughly comparable to a mid-level provider at the 80th percentile. I
then show that greater proficiency translates into observably better quality of treatment. Using data on
directly observed clinical interactions between patients and providers, I show that doctors were more likely
to follow recommended clinical guidelines, more likely to carry out a physical examination, and more
likely to reach a diagnosis. They also demonstrated superior communication skills. Additionally, using
data from surveys administered to mothers after birth I find that, along observable dimensions, women
received better obstetric care, aligning with the findings from directly observed clinical interactions and
helping to explain why newborn health improved. I also find suggestive evidence that the incidence of
low birthweight infants decreased in doctor-assigned communities, consistent with better quality care.
Together, the collective weight of the evidence is hard to refute.
I also find qualitative evidence that the doctors impacted care in the health center more broadly. End-
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of-posting surveys administered to the officer-in-charge of the health center show that doctors were significantly more likely – than similarly deployed mid-level health care workers – to be rated as having
a strongly positive impact. Unpacking this further, I find that along quantitative dimensions (the effect
of adding an extra worker) such as allowing the facility to increase service coverage, doctors were rated
no differently that mid-level health providers. However, along more qualitative dimensions (the effect of
adding a higher-skilled worker) there were large differences. For example, doctors were rated as more
likely to have helped other providers improve their knowledge/skills, they were also more likely to have
introduced innovations in patient care management, suggesting an additional route through which they
may have impacted outcomes.
The last part of the paper attempts to shed some light on the ‘structural’ relationship between provider
quality and health outcomes. The question I attempt to answer is the following: if we could increase average levels of quality by X units, what effect might this have on health outcomes? This study gives me
a way to cautiously hazard an answer to this question. Using performance on the baseline clinical proficiency tests administered to providers as a measure of quality, I take an average over the providers in the
community health center, using this as a measure of average quality in the community. I use both the raw
percentage scores and a standardized score derived using principal component analysis. I then instrument
this average quality score with an indicator for whether a doctor was assigned to the community. The
IV results suggest that raising average provider quality by one-half of a standard deviation would lower
infant mortality by about 0.86 percentage points (baseline mortality is about 3.6%).
This paper provides an intriguing answer to a ‘big’ policy question: how to improve health outcomes in
developing countries. My findings suggest that part of the answer is good-quality medical care. How does
this paper fit into the literature? Beginning with influential work by Das and Hammer (2005), a long list
of studies has examined the quality of health service delivery in poor countries, finding that individuals
are often as likely to be harmed as helped when they seek medical treatment.6 One of the prominent
findings that has emerged from this literature is that providers often do less than they are capable of (this
has been coined the ‘know-do’ gap). Poor incentives, particularly in the public sector, have been shown to
contribute to this gap (Das et al., 2016b) spurring interventions such as pay-for-performance (Miller and
Babiarz, 2013; Gertler and Vermeersch, 2013).7 I do not dispute the findings of this literature but the results
in this study should give some pause to those who might assume that the problem is one of motivation
alone.8 We can certainly nudge health care workers to do more of what they know, but what if they don’t
6
Das and Hammer (2005) for example found that treatment provided by the average health provider in India was not harmful
only between 25 and 50% of the time. In a more recent study that assessed quality by sending standardized (mystery) patients to
different provider practices Das et al. (2012) found that the correct treatment was provided only about 30% of the time; 42% of the
time, the treatment provided was either unnecessary or harmful. These patterns seem to hold pretty broadly (Das and Hammer,
2014).
7
Health worker absenteeism is another dimension of low effort that some interventions focus on (Banerjee and Duflo, 2006;
Dhaliwal and Hanna, 2017).
8
A parallel finding that has gotten considerably less attention is that health providers in these settings often demonstrate low
levels of ability (Das and Hammer, 2005; Das et al., 2008; Di Giorgio et al., 2020). Das et al. (2008) for example found that when
presented with a (hypothetical) case of child diarrhea, only 25% of health providers asked about blood or mucus in the stool—a
key clinical symptom, and only 7% checked the child’s skull for depression in the anterior fontanelle—an important clinical sign
of severe dehydration. Similar results have been found across a range of other countries and settings (Leonard and Masatu, 2007;
Mohanan et al., 2015).
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know very much? That is where this paper sits. I have presented evidence that, in this context, low levels
of provider ability are an important constraint.9
This paper makes several contributions. First, the findings speak to a debate regarding the contribution
of medical care to improvements in population health over the last century (McKeown, 1979; Preston, 1980;
Szreter, 1988; Bunker, 2001; Cutler et al., 2006). Separating out the role of medical care from the effects
of broader social and economic changes and from the effects of public health investments in clean water
and sanitation is difficult (Cutler and Miller, 2005; Cutler et al., 2006). Some progress has been made by
looking at specific medical treatments such as sulfa drugs (Jayachandran et al., 2010) or by exploiting
historical experiments (see for example Lorentzon and Pettersson-Lidbom, 2021). One can hardly study
this question by subtracting medical care resources. In that sense developing countries provide an ideal
laboratory setting. By adding medical care resources in this context, one can shed some light on this
relationship. This paper provides a contemporary answer, showing that (good-quality) medical care plays
an important role in bringing about health improvements.
Second, this paper speaks to the role of input quantity vs. quality in improving human capital outcomes. Particularly in the healthcare sector, a lot of emphasis has been placed on increasing quantity, e.g.,
of health care services (Lagarde et al., 2007; Chou et al., 2014), or of health care workers (Singh and Sachs,
2013). Several scholars have, however, argued that quality is a much more critical determinant (Das et al.,
2018; Kruk et al., 2016; Fink and Cohen, 2019).10 Until now lack of evidence has largely confined this to the
arena of theoretical debate. Any inference regarding the influence of quality has been necessarily speculative; based, in large part, on the absence of a strong link between increased utilization and health outcomes
(see for example Okeke and Chari, 2014). What this study does is add empirical wood to the fire. I show
that adding a more competent health provider into the mix led to a measurable health improvements. In
contrast adding just another health provider had no noticeable impact.
Third, this paper speaks to the role of human capital in health care delivery (Bartel et al., 2014; Doyle
et al., 2010). Health care production requires a complex mix of inputs, of which labor is a key component,
and an understanding of the relationship between human capital and productivity in terms of health has
enormous implications for how health care is organized and delivered (Baicker and Chandra, 2018; Chandra
and Skinner, 2012). My results suggest that the additional schooling that doctors receive buys tangible
health benefits, at least in this setting.11 This has implications for task-shifting policies in developing
countries (McPake and Mensah, 2008). This paper helps to make clear the tradeoffs.
Finally, the results in this paper are relevant for a large literature on physician supply and health outcomes (Basu et al., 2019; Anand and Bärnighausen, 2004; Aakvik and Holmås, 2006). Sources of credibly
exogenous variation are vanishingly rare, and so the majority of papers have relied on cross-sectional comparisons or on naturally occurring changes over time, both of which present challenges for identification.
This paper represents a big step forward. The results are informative about the effect of marginal changes
9

This could help to explain the somewhat disappointing results of pay-for-performance programs (Wiysonge et al., 2017).
There is a related literature in education that examines the importance of teacher quantity vs. quality in terms of improving
educational outcomes (see for example Duflo et al., 2015; Hanushek et al., 2019; Rivkin et al., 2005).
11
The results are also relevant for ongoing debates about the substitutability of doctors and nurses (Laurant et al., 2018) and
broader debates around occupational licensing (Kleiner, 2016; Anderson et al., 2020). In this context I find that mid-level health
care providers are lower-quality substitutes.
10
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in supply at low per-capita levels, a situation that characterizes many low and middle-income countries
and certain areas in higher income countries.12
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the experiment and provides relevant
institutional details; Section 3 describes the data; Section 4 describes the analysis and lays out the results,
and in Section 5 I offer some concluding remarks.

2
2.1

Institutional Details
Policy context
With an estimated population of more than 200 million, Nigeria is the 7th largest country in the world.

With a GNI per capita of about $2,000, Nigeria is classified as a lower middle-income country (World Bank,
2020). Nigeria scores poorly on most human welfare indices: more women die in Nigeria each year during
pregnancy and childbirth than in any other country (World Health Organization, 2019); and about 10% of
all newborn deaths globally occur in Nigeria (Lawn et al., 2014). Nigeria has an under-five child mortality
rate of 132 per 1,000 live births, which is worse than that of much poorer countries (National Population
Commission and ICF International, 2019), and the average life expectancy is 54 years (compared to 61
years on average for sub-Saharan Africa). There are marked rural-urban disparities in health outcomes –
the infant mortality rate in urban areas is 65 per 1,000 compared to 88 per 1,000 in rural areas – as well
as geographic disparities, with states in the north-east and north-west performing worse than states in
the south-east and south-west (National Population Commission and ICF International, 2019). These poor
outcomes reflect, in part, disparities in health care resources.
To properly understand the context it is important to have an idea of how the Nigerian health care
system is organized. Nigeria operates a tiered health care system with primary health centers forming the
base of the pyramid. Primary health centers provide a set of services defined by national guidelines that
include general outpatient care, maternal and newborn care, nutrition, control of communicable diseases,
non-communicable disease prevention, and health education (National Primary Health Care Development
Agency, 2014). Many primary health centers also provide inpatient care. About 80% of Nigeria’s approximately 30,000 primary health care facilities are in the public sector. Secondary hospitals serve as referral
centers for patients needing more advanced medical care (though patients can also seek care there directly). University Teaching and Specialist hospitals occupy the apex of the pyramid. Most medical care
in Nigeria is paid for out-of-pocket, though some types of medical care, such as maternal and child health
care, are subsidized in the public sector (Okonofua et al., 2011).
Nigeria is believed to have a doctor per capita ratio of about 0.4 per 1,000 people (World Bank Data
Bank, 2020).13 This falls short of the minimum number recommended by the World Health Organization
of 1 per 1,000 people (World Health Organization, 2014). For comparison, the United States and United
12
This is not as rare as one might imagine. Fully one-quarter of the US population, for example, resides in a federally designated primary care health professional shortage area. This is defined as having less than one physician per 3,500 people (Health
Resources and Services Administration, 2020).
13
Data from the Medical and Dental Council of Nigeria suggests that, based on the actual number of practicing doctors, the
ratio is likely closer to 0.2.
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Kingdom have 3 and 2.8 doctors per 1,000 people respectively (Young et al., 2019; Moberly, 2017). As is the
case in many other countries, doctors tend to be concentrated in urban centers. They are usually found in
secondary and tertiary health facilities, and many primary health centers are staffed by mid-level health
providers. In a preliminary survey that we conducted three in four primary health centers reported that
they had never had a doctor on staff. These issues are recognized by the Nigerian government, which has
tried to address them in various ways (see for example Okeke et al., 2016).

2.2

Participating sites
180 primary health service areas or HSAs (hereafter sites) were selected to take part in the policy

experiment. A HSA consists of communities served by a government primary health center. Service area
boundaries are administratively drawn. Each HSA in our sample covers about 7,000 people so, collectively,
the 180 HSAs that participated in the experiment cover nearly 1.3 million individuals. The government
health center in the HSA is the main source of care for households in the community. 4 out of 5 facility
births in our sample, for example, take place in the community health center. To provide a visual of what
a health center looks like: they are small to medium-sized facilities with an average of 15 beds. They
have approximately five health care providers on staff, ranging from nurses to community health workers.
About 4 in 5 facilities provide 24-hour health care services.14 Descriptives are in Table 1.
The participating HSAs were selected from five states representing three of Nigeria’s six geopolitical
regions, so the sample is quite diverse. Two states were selected from the north-west region (Kano and
Jigawa), two from the north-east (Gombe and Bauchi), and one from the south-south region (Akwa Ibom).
A map is provided in Figure A.1. As noted before, the north-west and north-east tend to have worse
outcomes. The fifth state in the south was included with an eye towards external validity. The south is
richer, better educated, and has comparatively more health resources per capita. We chose a state from
the south-south region because, comparatively, it under-performs the other southern regions. The specific
states in each region were chosen in consultation with our local partners. Feasibility of implementation
was a major consideration.
36 HSAs were chosen from each state (36 x 5 states = 180). The sites were chosen with the help of
government health officials in each state. They were broadly distributed across the state both for representativeness and to minimize crossover between sites. Community health centers in selected HSAs had
to offer delivery services.15 Health officials began with a comprehensive list of government primary health
centers and narrowed this down based on the above considerations. The list of 180 sites was finalized in
the fall of 2016. To avoid confusion, moving forward whenever I use the term ‘site’, I am referring to the
health service area or HSA.

14

The remainder also provide service after hours because a health worker lives on the premises, or lives nearby and can be
summoned when needed.
15
As will become clear later, this is because we enrolled pregnant women into the study. This eliminated smaller health posts
and dispensaries which provide only limited services.
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2.3

Experimental Design
The 180 participating sites were randomly assigned to one of three arms: doctor, mid-level health

provider (MLP), and status quo (control). See Figure 1a. In order to make implementation administratively
easier we grouped sites in neighboring local government areas and randomized within each group. Working with local administrators, new providers were deployed to community health centers in the same group
at the same time; so provider start dates and end dates within group are similar. Sample recruitment within
each group also took place at roughly the same time (see Appendix A). The net effect of this is to reduce
statistical noise. Additionally neighboring local government areas share similar characteristics. All of the
analysis includes group (or strata) fixed effects. Randomization was carried out by study investigators on
a computer.
A secondary intervention was nested within the larger trial (see Figure 1b). 50% of census areas in
each HSA were randomly assigned to a conditional cash incentive intervention in which households with
a pregnant woman were offered a cash payment of N5,000 – approximately $14 at the prevailing exchange
rate – to be made after the birth of the child if the pregnant woman attended at least three prenatal visits,
gave birth in a health care facility, and attended a postnatal visit. All three conditions had to be met;
there were no partial or pro-rated payments. N5,000 is equivalent to about 30% of monthly household
food expenditures (Nigerian National Bureau of Statistics, 2016). In the remaining 50% of census areas,
households were not offered the incentive, but participating women received small gifts worth about $0.43
at endline to thank them for participating. The main results of this intervention are reported in Okeke and
Abubakar (2020). In this paper I control for whether a household in my sample was offered a conditional
incentive.
Ethical approval: Ethical approval for the study was given by RAND’s Human Subjects Protection Committee and by the Ethics Committee of Aminu Kano Teaching Hospital, Nigeria. We also sought and received approvals from all of the participating state governments. In the next section, I provide additional
details about the implementation of the intervention.

2.4

Project implementation
Sites randomly assigned to the doctor and mid-level health provider (MLP) arms each received one

additional health care provider – a doctor and mid-level health provider respectively – that was posted
to the community health center (there are therefore 180 health centers). Sites in the control arm received
no additional health care providers. No other inputs were provided. Throughout the rest of the paper, I
will refer to these sites as Doctor (doctor-assigned communities), MLP (MLP-assigned communities), and
Control.
2.4.1

Doctors

The doctors came through a government program known as the National Youth Service Corp Scheme
(NYSC). The NYSC is a one-year community service program that all graduates of Nigerian colleges and
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universities are required to participate in.16 Even those who attend college or university in another country
have to take part if they wish to eventually work in Nigeria.17 Doctors usually take part after they have
completed one year of post-graduate medical training (other professions usually take part immediately
after graduating).18 ‘Corpers’ as they are known, are posted to various states around the country by the
government agency that runs the program. The service year starts with a three-week orientation camp. A
similar length of time is reserved at the end of the program for exit formalities, so even though the program
theoretically lasts for one year, only about ten of these months are actually spent working. Additionally,
one day a week is reserved for community service.19
The government agency posted doctors to the primary health centers in the designated sites.20 In
addition to a monthly stipend paid by the government – at the time of the study about $60 per month – the
doctors received a supplementary monthly allowance of $143 (in one state it was bumped up to $200). The
doctors were deployed between February and September 2017 (see Figure A.2). Doctors were successfully
posted to 58 (of the 60) sites. In one site, the doctor was only present for one month before asking to be
redeployed so, effectively, 57 sites received a doctor. Of these, in four sites the assigned doctors requested
redeployment and were replaced by the program.21 The primary analysis is handled on an intent-to-treat
basis, so treatment is defined based on original assignment, and not whether a doctor was successfully
posted to the site.
2.4.2

Mid-level providers

These postings were handled by each state government. Nearly all were new hires; a few were redeployed from another health facility outside of the sample. The mid-level providers are of two types: community health officers (CHOs) and community health extension workers (CHEWs). These are the modal
type of health care provider in primary health centers. They are licensed primary health care professionals
whose training, licensure and practice is regulated by the Community Health Practitioners’ Registration
Board of Nigeria (Ordinioha and Onyenaporo, 2010). CHEWs complete a three-year program and, upon
graduation, receive a Diploma in Community Health.22 CHEWs can go on to become Community Health
16

There are only a few exceptions, e.g., individuals older than 30 at graduation and those who have previously served in the
Nigerian Military or Police Force. More details about the program can be found at https://www.nysc.gov.ng.
17
A certificate of completion (or an exemption certificate) is usually requested by employers. This has led to a few high-profile
scandals. See for example: http://bitly.ws/8W2Z
18
Unlike in the US where applicants to Medical School are required to have a college degree, Medicine in Nigeria is a first
degree (it is open to high school graduates with the requisite number of credits). Many Nigerian Medical Schools grant what is
known as an MB BS which stands for Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery.
19
This may include sanitation activities, public health education activities, etcetera.
20
Program participants are posted to what is called their place of primary assignment. They generally have no input into where
they are posted. They can request to be redeployed, but these requests are generally only granted when there are exceptional
circumstances.
21
In one case they cited personal reasons, and in the other three they redeployed for health-related reasons.
22
CHEWs receive training in anatomy and physiology, medical sociology, psychology, pharmacology, microbiology, reproductive health, child health, nutrition, and environmental health, in addition to clinical training and supervised clinical experience.
A copy of the curriculum can be found here: https://bit.ly/33IRFYg. Programs are offered in Schools of Health Technology and are open to high school graduates who have successfully completed their exams and obtained the required number of
credits. Less qualified candidates can complete a Junior CHEW program, a certificate program which takes two years, and after
at least two years of practice can enroll in the CHEW program.
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Officers after working for at least five years. The CHO training program takes two years and successful
trainees are awarded a Higher Diploma in Community Health. In many primary health centers, these
providers act as de facto doctors; consulting with patients and providing medical treatment.23 In addition
to providing medical advice and treatment in the health center, they are also supposed to spend part of
their time on community outreach activities.
Mid-level health providers were successfully posted to all 60 sites. 19% of the posted workers were
CHOs, 76% were CHEWs, and 5% were Junior CHEWs. Similar to the doctors, their postings also lasted
about a year. They were paid salaries ranging from $114 to $143 monthly depending on the prevailing
wage in the state. For context I note that short-term postings for health care providers in this settings are
not uncommon: another skilled worker program, the Nigerian Midwives Service Scheme, signed midwives
to one-year contracts (Okeke et al., 2017). The resumption dates for mid-level providers in each block was
aligned with that of the doctors. As Figure A.2 shows, this was largely successful.
2.4.3

Descriptives

The new health providers had on average 2.2 years of practice experience. 60% were male and their
average age was 29 years. About 70% of the providers reported being normally resident in the state where
they were working.24

3

Data

3.1

Main Data
The primary dataset that will be used in the analysis contains detailed information about the outcomes

of 9,126 children born in the participating communities over the intervention period (henceforth ‘study
children’). These children were born to 10,586 mothers randomly sampled from study communities. These
women were enrolled while pregnant. Sampling and enrollment details are in Online Appendix A. I have
data on the characteristics of mothers and their households collected during an enrollment interview. Data
on child outcomes were collected approximately three months after birth by interviewing the mothers
(henceforth follow-up survey).25 For each child I observe whether care was received by the mother during
pregnancy and from whom, whether the child died and when, and for surviving children I have data on
weight and recumbent length (measured by a research assistant). Key outcomes are discussed in more
detail below.
Key outcomes: A key intermediate outcome is whether care was provided by a doctor. I have two
sources of information on this outcome: the follow-up survey (women’s self-reports) and information
from women’s health cards. For more details about these cards see Online Appendix B. The advantage of
the self-reported information is that it is comprehensive – I have it for all observations – but it is likely
23

An analog in the US would be maybe a physician assistant.
About 60% of doctors were normally resident in a different state, consistent with how the program operates.
25
The mother was interviewed except where the mother was deceased in which case another adult household member –
typically the father – was interviewed.
24
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measured with error. One can easily imagine that a woman might not always know whether she was
being seen by a doctor. Given that doctors are relatively scarce in these communities (and households
know this), mothers are probably more likely to under-report doctor-provided care in Doctor sites. This
would bias the treatment effect downwards. As such the self-reported data should provide a conservative
lower bound. Information from the cards is more objective but is available for only 65% of the sample. The
probability that a card is available is, however, not differential across arms: 65%, 67% and 64%, respectively,
in the Doctor, MLP and Control arms. I generally use the card as the primary source of information but
also present results using the self-reported information. The conclusions using either source of data are
the same.
The main terminal outcome is an early newborn death. I follow the standard medical definition in
defining this per 100 live born children.26 This is an important outcome for two reasons: first, because
high rates of child mortality in developing countries are an important policy issue (Murray et al., 2007;
Rajaratnam et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2016);27 and second, because early infant health is sensitive to care
provided during pregnancy (Darmstadt et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2011; Luo and Karlberg, 2001; Okeke and
Chari, 2018; Cygan-Rehm and Karbownik, 2020; Daysal et al., 2015; Makate and Makate, 2017). I will focus
on deaths within the first week of life (henceforth 7-day mortality). Deaths within the first week account
for a third of all deaths among children under five years old, making this a critically important intervention
period (Liu et al., 2015). Further, it is estimated that two-thirds of these deaths are preventable.28 A World
Health Organization fact sheet notes, for example, that “Up to two thirds of newborn deaths can be prevented
if known, effective health measures are provided at birth and during the first week of life.” (World Health
Organization and The Partnership for Maternal, Newborn and Child Health, 2011). An influential Lancet
report further highlights the importance of quality of health care in preventable deaths; noting that more
preventable deaths in developing countries are due to poor-quality health care than lack of access to care
(Kruk et al., 2018).29

3.2

Supplementary Data
The analysis will also draw on several additional datasets described below.

Health Provider Surveys: We visited all 180 community health centers twice: once shortly after the new
health care provider was expected to have arrived, and again shortly before their tenure ended. During
these visits we surveyed the ‘in-charge’ (senior health providers with the added responsibility of managing
the health center) to collect data about the health facility. We also surveyed one health care provider in
each health center.30 Additionally, in health centers that received a new health care provider, we also
surveyed that provider. The survey, in addition to collecting basic information such as qualifications and
experience, included modules designed to assess their level of clinical proficiency or ability. Proficiency
was assessed in three domains: basic medical knowledge (this was assessed using ten multiple choice
26

I will separately look at in utero deaths.
The ten countries with the highest child mortality rates in the world are all in sub-Saharan Africa (Nigeria is one of them).
28
Online Appendix C lays out key causes of early infant deaths and what is currently known about how to prevent them.
29
Kruk et al. (2018) estimate that 61% of preventable neonatal deaths are caused by poor quality care (see their Figure 2).
30
We usually tried to interview the provider that saw the most cases.
27
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questions); management of obstetric and newborn emergencies (this was assessed using case studies), and
management of outpatient primary care conditions (this was assessed using patient vignettes).31 These
modules were administered by medically trained personnel on the research team.
Direct Care Observation: During visits to the health center we also observed each of these providers
as they provided care to patients. These data provide reasonably objective assessments of care quality.
An observer sat in a corner of the consultation room where they could observe the interaction but did
not otherwise interfere with the consultation. For each interaction, the observer noted if any physical
examinations were carried out, and whether a diagnosis was provided. They also noted the quality of
communication, e.g., whether the provider explained the diagnosis and treatment in common language
to the patient. For patients presenting with common symptoms such as fever, they recorded whether
the provider followed recommended clinical guidelines. I have some information about the treatment, e.g.,
whether the patient was prescribed an antibiotic or an injection (intramuscular or intravenous). I also have
a small amount of information about each patient, collected while they were sitting in the waiting area. I
know their age and sex, mode of transportation to the clinic, illness severity (rated on a scale from 0-10),
and self-reported health status. I use these to control for differences in observable patient characteristics.
Audit visits: Over the intervention period we made several unscheduled visits to the health centers.
During each visit we recorded whether the health center was open and whether the posted health care
provider was present in the health center. These data provide an objective measure of the availability of
the new health care providers. Health centers received an average of just over three audit visits over the
intervention period.

3.3

Summary Statistics and Balance Tests
The experimental framework relies on the random assignment of study participants. To test whether

randomization was successful, I compare variable means across arms. These results are in Table 1. The
variables are grouped into three sections: Panel A reports means of health service variables derived from
the health center baseline survey, Panel B reports means of mother and household characteristics derived
from the enrollment survey, and Panel C reports means of child characteristics, such as the sex of the
infant, derived from the follow-up survey. The variable shown in each row is regressed on dummies for
each experimental arm and strata dummies. Standard errors are adjusted for clustering at the Health
Service Area (HSA) level reflecting both clustering in the sampling and clustering in assignment (Abadie
et al., 2017). For reference there are 180 HSAs. I report p-values from tests of equality between all pairwise
31

In the case studies we presented a brief introduction about the case (we used one case of postpartum hemorrhage and
another of a non-breathing newborn) and asked a series of questions, for example, about what they would do given a set of
specified clinical findings. The correct responses/actions were pre-specified and visible to the interviewer who recorded which, if
any, were mentioned. Patient vignettes are similar to the case studies, but are longer and more detailed. The assessor poses as the
patient and the health provider is invited to ask questions and indicate relevant examinations they would perform such as they
would if the patient was sitting in front of them. The answers given by the ‘patient’ are predetermined. Based on the information
given, the health provider is asked to make a diagnosis. They are also sometimes asked to indicate what lab tests they would
order and what treatment they would provide. Providers are evaluated based on whether they ask the right questions, are able
to identify the underlying health condition, and prescribe the correct treatment. We used two vignettes: a case of pulmonary
tuberculosis and pediatric malaria.
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combinations – MLP vs. Control, Doctor vs. Control, and Doctor vs. MLP – in Columns 4-7. P-values
from a test of joint equality across all three arms are shown in Column 8. At the bottom of each panel
I report p-values from an omnibus test for all the variables in the panel. The null is that none of the
variables are predictive of treatment assignment, i.e., they are all jointly equal to zero. Overall the samples
are well-balanced.

4

Empirical Analysis
A key advantage of the randomized design is that the analysis, for the most part, is fairly straight-

forward. I will mostly be comparing means across groups. I will generally show both simple unadjusted
differences in means, and adjusted differences from linear regression models. The main value-add of the
regression models is that I can include strata dummies and adjust for covariates. While adjusting for covariates is strictly speaking not necessary, including variables that are correlated with the outcome helps
to increase statistical precision. Except where specifically noted the analysis is carried out on an intentto-treat basis. For clarity the analysis is divided into three parts proceeding linearly: Part I examines the
effect of the intervention on supply and access (think of this as the first stage), Part II examines effects
on child health, and Part III examines mechanisms. In a final section I discuss the ‘structural’ relationship
between (provider) quality and health outcomes and present some IV analysis.

4.1

Part I: Effect on Supply and Access

4.1.1

Supply

The intervention, if successful, should have had two effects: (1) increasing the number of health care
providers in MLP and Doctor sites (by one), and (2) increasing the number of doctors in Doctor sites (by
one). There should be no change in Control sites. This is a necessary first step and thus important to
establish early on. The analysis uses data collected from health center staff registers during our visits. As
a reminder, we visited each health center twice: once at the start of the intervention (T1), and again just
before the end of the intervention (T2). The intervention officially begins with the arrival of the new health
care worker and ends with their departure. I will examine two outcomes: (1) the number of health care
providers on the staff register at T1 and T2, and (2) the probability that there was a doctor employed in the
health center at T1 and T2. The comparison is to T0 (prior to the arrival of the new health care worker).
Figure 2a graphs the average number of health care providers on the staff register in the health center
at T0, T1, and T2. The number of workers prior to the arrival of the newly deployed provider is the count
of health care workers on the staff register at T1, excluding the new provider. Given random assignment,
we expect the average number of health care providers in each arm, prior to the arrival of the newly
assigned worker, to be the same. With the arrival of the new health care provider, the number of health
care providers in the treatment arms should increase by (approximately) one and, assuming no differential
changes, this net increase should continue to be present towards the end of the intervention. As Figure 2a
shows, this is almost exactly the case. There’s a small net increase, at T2, in the number of health workers
in Control sites, but we also see a similar increase in Doctor sites. Figure 2b examines the probability that
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there was a doctor on staff at the same time points; T0, T1, and T2. One can see that there were almost
no doctors working in the health centers prior to the arrival of the new health care workers.32 We see the
expected sharp divergence at T1 in Doctor sites only that persists until T2. The probability is less than one
because not all health centers that were supposed to get a doctor actually got one.
Having shown the results visually, I turn to regression analysis. Formally I estimate linear regressions
of each outcome on the treatment assignment indicators. The model is specified as follows:
Ykst = α + β1p

X

P roviderks + β2 Tt + β3p

X

p

P roviderks ∗ Tt + φs + kst

(1)

p

The unit of observation is the health center. Y denotes the outcome of interest in the health center serving
site k in strata s at time t. t indicates whether the observation is from the start of the intervention period
P
(T1 ) or from the end (T2 ). p P rovider are the experimental assignment indicators that denote whether
the health center is in a Control site, an MLP site, or a Doctor site. φs are strata fixed effects. Standard
errors are adjusted for clustering at the health center level.
The results are in Table 2. Columns 1-2 present the results for the number of health care providers
in the health center, and Columns 3-4 present the results for the probability that a doctor was available
in the health center. The results confirm what the figures have shown. Columns 1 and 2 indicate that
in MLP and Doctor sites at T1, just after the provider should have arrived, there was approximately one
more health care provider on staff at the health center (0.92 and 0.79 more health providers respectively). I
cannot reject the null that the coefficients are equal (p = 0.74). By T2, there was a net increase of 0.4 health
care workers in Control sites. However, I cannot reject the null of a similar increase in Doctor sites (p =
0.78). In MLP sites the p-value is significant at the 10% level (p = 0.07). Columns 3 and 4 show that the
probability that a doctor was available in the health center at T1 was 94% in Doctor sites. This probability
did not change between T1 and T2 and there was also no change in MLP and Control sites. The results
confirm that supply increased, and there were no compensating or offsetting changes. Having established
this I move on to a more policy-relevant measure, access.
4.1.2

Access

It is useful to distinguish between ‘supply’ and ‘access’ in this context because, though they are related,
the former does not necessarily imply the latter. One measure of access is whether the new doctors were
present in the health center. In order to provide services they must first be present. As a first pass therefore,
I examine the probability that the doctor was physically present in the health center using data collected
during unannounced visits to the health facility. The data show that, on average doctors were present
about 72% of the time.33 There is a drift downward over time, i.e., doctors were more likely to be present
towards the beginning of their tenure than towards the end (see Figure A.3), but overall the evidence
indicates that the doctors were there majority of the time.
32

Only two health centers – one in a Control site and another in a Doctor site – had a doctor on staff at baseline.
MLPs were present on average about 83% of the time. As noted in the program description doctors had a 1-day-a-week
community service requirement that mid-level providers did not have (on these days they would be absent from the health
facility). This may help to explain the difference in availability in the health center.
33
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A more direct measure of access is how this affected the probability that an individual received medical
care from a doctor. To benchmark this I examine the probability that a woman in my sample received care
from a doctor during pregnancy. I present results from the following linear probability model in Table 3.
This is also the main intent-to-treat specification.
Yiks = α + β1 M LPks + β2 Doctorks + γXiks + θs + iks

(2)

The dependent variable is equal to one if a woman saw a doctor during a prenatal visit or a doctor was
present at the birth (and zero otherwise). i denotes the woman and k denotes the HSA. θs are strata fixed
effects. Doctor is a dummy denoting a community where a doctor was assigned and M LP denotes a
community where a mid-level provider was assigned. The omitted group are the Control sites. X is a vector
of control variables. I control for the mother’s age, ethnicity, schooling, pregnancy age at enrollment,
experience with formal care (a previous facility delivery), whether this is a first birth, whether she was
offered a conditional incentive, decision-making authority in the household, and whether the household
owns a car. The standard errors are adjusted for clustering at the HSA level.
The results show that in Doctor sites the probability of receiving care from a doctor increased significantly. Information from health cards indicates a 22 percentage point increase (off a baseline of nearly
zero). The estimates based on self-reports are smaller – about 8.4 percentage points – but still represent
a 145% increase relative to the control group. Part of the difference arises from the fact that mothers who
had a card at follow-up were more likely to have used health care services (and thus more likely to have
received care from a doctor). Including women without a card as zeros, rather than dropping them, results
in a 14 percentage point increase. All the coefficients are statistically significant at the 1% level. Adjusting
for covariates makes no difference. The conclusion from these results is that posting doctors to the treated
communities led to large increase in the probability that medical care was provided by a doctor.

4.2

Part II: Effect on Health Outcomes
I begin by showing some descriptive evidence. Figure 3 describes the evolution of 7-day mortality over

time in the study communities. I graph average unadjusted 7-day mortality rates by quarter of birth in
each experimental arm. Mortality is aggregated at the birth quarter level for stability. For reference all
the doctors were in place by Quarter 3 of 2017 (see Figure A.2 in the Appendix) and 96% of the children
in the sample were born between Quarter 3 of 2017 and Quarter 1 of 2018 (the time period shown). One
can see that mortality diverged over time in Doctor compared to other communities; steadily declining
while increasing slightly in MLP and Control communities. This provides the first intimation of an effect
on health outcomes.
I present regression results in Table 4. The basic underlying model is the same intent-to-treat specification shown in Equation 2. Column 1 includes no covariates. Column 2 includes the same set of controls
in Table 3 plus the child’s sex, which is known to be correlated with mortality,34 and quarter-of-birth fixed
34

See early work by Naeye et al. (1971). For more recent work see Zhao et al. (2017). For related work in economics see Pongou
et al. (2017).
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effects to flexibly control for trends. Column 3 adds in baseline site (health center) characteristics. I control
for the monthly number of deliveries (to capture a possible relationship between volume and outcomes),
emergency obstetric capability (whether the health center can perform caesareans and blood transfusions),
and the cleanliness of the health center as assessed by research staff on a four-point scale (1 being very
dirty and 4 very clean). This last measure is used to proxy for how well the facility is functioning. All else
equal, a very dirty health facility likely indicates a poorly-run poorly-functioning facility. Unsurprisingly
this measure is correlated with mortality. In Column 4 I use a double-lasso to select which covariates are
included in the model (Belloni et al., 2014).
The results confirm what we saw in Figure 3. In communities where a doctor was randomly assigned,
7-day mortality decreased by between 0.5 and 0.8 percentage points. The median estimate is equivalent to
about a 20% reduction in mortality. For context, this would eliminate the newborn mortality gap between
rural and urban areas in Nigeria. Alternatively, it would close about half of the mortality gap between the
poorest households (bottom 20%) and the richest (the top 20%) (National Population Commission and ICF
International, 2014). For additional context this effect size is comparable to that of introducing universal
free primary healthcare (Cesur et al., 2017) but smaller than the effects of public health investments in
safe drinking water and sewerage (Alsan and Goldin, 2019). The effect of adding a mid-level provider is a
statistical zero in all specifications. In the fully-adjusted models the difference between Doctor and MLP
arms is also statistically significant at the 5% level.
A simple decomposition exercise in Table A.4 in the Appendix helps to show where the mortality
reductions are happening.35 In each arm I divide the sample into children whose mothers received medical
care during pregnancy and those who did not and summarize 7-day mortality for each sub-group. The
mortality decline seems to be coming from the sub-group that received medical care in the Doctor arm
– 7-day mortality is approximately 0.7 percentage points lower among children in this group. One can
drill down further and distinguish between cases where care was provided by a doctor vs. a mid-level
provider. The overall effect seems to be driven by the cases where care was provided by a doctor. 7-day
mortality rates are similar when no care was received (averaging about 4.7%); lower on average when care
was received but not from a doctor (averaging about 2.9%) and continuing to look quite similar across arms
(there is a hint of differentially lower mortality in the Doctor arm); and lowest when care was received
from a doctor (averaging about 1.5%). This is only illustrative – they do not imply causal effects – because
these sub-groups are not random, but it helps to provide some context and is a first step towards thinking
about mechanisms, which I will explore more fully in Section 4.3.
4.2.1

Is there a Dose-Response effect?

Children in utero were exposed to the intervention for different lengths of time. Some children, for
example, were born in the same month that the doctor arrived (or before), others were born several months
after. This provides additional variation that can be exploited. A mother who gave birth in the same month
the doctor arrived almost certainly did not get a chance to see the doctor whereas one who gave birth
several months later had multiple chances to do so. More generally, longer duration of exposure – defined
35
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as the number of months between when the provider arrived and when the child was born – is likely to
be associated with a larger dose of treatment. There are several reasons for this: first, the later the birth
relative to when the provider arrived, the greater the chance of seeing the provider; second, there was
likely an initial adjustment period for the new provider, and one can imagine that they might take on a
smaller caseload initially until they became fully acclimated.36 The exact mechanism is not crucial, the key
point is that mothers who gave birth later likely received a larger (or stronger) dose of the treatment.37
Figure 4a provides some evidence of this. The drop-off in the last month is likely related to doctors’
program-required exit formalities in preparation to end their assignments. Figure 4b analogously examines
how 7-day mortality varies with exposure duration by treatment arm. Mortality rates are pretty similar
for children born to mothers who were exposed for a short length of time; however, with longer exposure,
mortality rates start to diverge in communities where a doctor was posted. To firm up this result, I turn
once again to regression analysis. I divide the sample into a ‘low dose’ sample (less than the median length
of exposure) and a ‘high dose’ sample (greater than the median). Aggregation gives me a bit more power.
Table 5 presents results for each of these groups. Note that the comparison is between Doctor and MLP
communities, where a new provider was assigned.
The results indicate that the overall decrease in 7-day mortality is driven by women who received a
larger dose of the treatment. The estimated decrease is 1.1-1.5 percentage points. To put these results into
perspective, if newborn mortality rates in Nigeria as a whole were to reduce by a similar margin, this would
move Nigeria up 30 places on the global newborn mortality rankings, from 188 (out of 194 countries) to 158
(World Bank Data Bank, 2020). For reference, Afghanistan and Somalia, both war-ravaged countries, are
190 and 191 respectively. The US, with a newborn mortality rate of 3.5 per 1000 is #46. I find no measurable
effects for women who received a low dose of the treatment. In all cases the point estimates are small and
statistically insignificant.
4.2.2

Other Health Outcomes

Additional results are presented in the Online Appendix. Table A.5 examines effects on 30-day mortality. In comparison to 7-day mortality, 30-day mortality encompasses causes after birth such as pneumonia
and diarrhea. I find a similar pattern of results. Table A.6 examines effects on deaths in utero. The dependent variable is the probability that an enrolled woman experienced a fetal loss or death. Overall, I do not
find any statistically significant effects. As a robustness check, Table A.7 also reports the main outcome –
7-day mortality – per 100 pregnancies. The conclusions hold. All the results point towards positive effects
on child health.
Table A.8 looks at birthweight. Good quality health care during pregnancy has been linked to higher
birthweight (Evans and Lien, 2005; Gonzalez and Kumar, 2018; Gajate-Garrido, 2013). Unfortunately I only
have birthweight for 23% of children. These data are not available for a lot of children because they were
not weighed at birth, often because the child was born outside of a health facility (or because the mother
36

A third possibility is on-the-job learning, though this seems likely to be second-order.
The full distribution is shown in Figure A.5. The peak at zero in the distribution for Doctor sites is because, in sites that
were assigned a doctor but did not receive one, all women are coded as having zero months of exposure. The median duration of
exposure is four months.
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did not have the information). That said, the proportion of children with birthweight information is similar
across arms: 22% in the Control arm vs. 22.4% in the MLP arm, and 23.7% in the Doctor arm (joint p =
0.45) suggesting that a comparison of birthweight across arms remains internally valid. I test whether
children born in Doctor communities weighed more at birth. I also test for differences in the probability of
low birthweight (weighing less than 2.5 kilograms). Low birth weight is believed to contribute, directly or
indirectly, to as much as 60% to 80% of all neonatal deaths (Lawn et al., 2005, 2014; Watkins et al., 2016). The
coefficients on birthweight are positive but do not reach statistical significance. There is stronger evidence
of a decrease in the probability of low birthweight, but given that this is only for a subset of children one
must be cautious in drawing strong conclusions.
Table A.9 looks at child weight and length measured approximately three months after birth. During
the follow-up household visit, research assistants measured weight and recumbent length for all surviving
children and I have data for 99% of surviving children. For the analysis, weight and length are both logtransformed because of skewness in the data. Overall, I find no strong measurable effects on weight or
length. It is important however to remember that these are very short run effects. In that sense it doesn’t
tell us anything about how child weight and length could evolve in the longer term. Effects could take time
to show up. For example treated children may be healthier and thus more likely to gain weight; this could
also be reinforced by parental behavior, e.g., breastfeeding and health-seeking behavior, and by continued
receipt of quality health care during childhood.
4.2.3

Threats to Internal Validity

Participant crossover: The main concern is crossover from Control and MLP, to Doctor sites because
women learned that there was a doctor available there. If this kind of crossover is present, it would imply
that I am underestimating the treatment effect. To mitigate the risk of crossover, at the design stage,
treatment was assigned at the level of the health service area and participating sites were spread across
states so that sites would not be particularly close together. The mean (median) distance from households
in our sample to the nearest participating health center outside of the service area is 14 (12) kilometers.
This limits the likelihood of crossover. The data also do not show evidence of crossover. Figure 4a does
not show any increase in doctor-provided care in non-doctor sites, indicating that there was no crossover.
Additionally, based on information about where care was received, less than 2% of children were born in
a health center outside the service area (1.6% in Control sites, 1.9% in MLP sites, and 1.8% in Doctor sites;
p = 0.72). These results suggest that I can rule out crossover as a threat.
Differential monitoring: During the course of the intervention, as previously noted, research staff
made several visits to the health center. During these visits they collected various kinds of data, including
taking provider attendance. It is not inconceivable that health centers and health providers may have
seen these as monitoring visits and responded by becoming more diligent. If health centers in doctorassigned communities received more visits, this might be confounded with the effect of the treatment.
Since all participating health centers received baseline and endline visits, the only remaining source of
differentiation is in the number of unscheduled visits. Each time project staff visited the health center, for
any reason, they were required to complete an audit form, so I know exactly how many times each health
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center was visited. Figure A.8 graphs the average number of visits by treatment arm. While health centers
in Control sites received about one fewer visit on average, there was no difference in the average number
of visits to health centers in MLP and Doctor sites, meaning that differential monitoring is not responsible
for these findings, though it is possible that doctors might respond differently than MLPs to the same level
of monitoring.
Differential provision of inputs: By design the only input changed was the addition of an extra
health provider. If there were any other changes in the background, e.g., in staffing or capital investment,
and this was differential, this might be a potential confounder. Whether this would lead to an under or
over-estimate of the treatment effect would depend on the direction of the difference. Figure 2a indicates
that I can rule out differential staff turnover (other than the treatment). In Figure A.9, I test for differential
provision of capital resources. The endline facility survey collected information about the condition of
the building and other infrastructure such as tables and chairs, beds, and screens (as observed by research
staff). Additional capital expenditure would potentially show up here (though, of course, this is not the
only place that it might). On all of these measures, I find no differences between arms, suggesting that I
can cautiously rule out differential capital investment.

4.3

Part III: Mechanisms
I now turn my attention to the question of mechanisms. Why did deaths decline in Doctor communi-

ties? Given that the only change was the addition of a doctor, the logical conclusion is that something they
did produced better health outcomes. As to what, the most likely answer is that they provided superior
care, relative to default providers, which is why health outcomes improved. Some illustrative quotes taken
from doctors’ end-of-posting reports – I obtained a few of these reports – provide some insight. These are
direct quotes with only minor edits to correct typos.
During my stay I was able to correct many misdiagnosed cases, where every child that presents
with fever was being treated for malaria when in actual fact the child has either acute tonsillitis
or bronchopneumonia.
Before my arrival in the facility, patients where treated based on their symptoms alone with
little or no physical examination and investigation being done. But I later advocated for a
thorough clerking of the patient, physical and systemic examination with investigation before
treatment can commence; except in emergency cases, thereby preventing unnecessary abuse
of antibiotics and other medications.
Another scenario of a woman with post partum haemorrhage being told to pack well with pad
for the bleeding to stop when in actual fact there are retained product of conception causing
the haemorrhage.
Early detection of an adverse event and referral greatly enhances the effectiveness of the medical team as it reduces morbidity and mortality. During my stay in the facility, several of such
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cases were timely detected and referred. Cases including Preeclampsia, Major degree Placenta Previa, acute appendicitis before rupture, Intestinal obstruction, Acute Renal failure,
etc.38
If patients received substandard, perhaps even harmful care, before the doctors arrived then one can easily
understand why outcomes improved. To add a bit more heft to this I ask and answer two key questions:
First, were doctors indeed more clinically proficient (i.e., more skilled)? Second, did they provide superior
care in practice? The former measures potential, the latter measures realization. To answer these questions
I will draw on multiple sources of data; from clinical proficiency assessments to direct observations of
patient-provider interactions.
4.3.1

Were doctors more clinically proficient than default providers?

The answer to this question is not obvious. Keep in mind that the new doctors were just starting out.
The mean (and median) number of years of experience was two. In contrast, the average existing mid-level
provider had a decade of experience (mean/median of 11/10 years). One can think of a provider’s level of
clinical proficiency as a function of their medical training and experience (on-the-job training). While
the doctors had more advanced training, at least in expectation, they also had less clinical experience.
The average existing mid-level provider, on the other hand, may have had less advanced training, but
had many more years of on-the-job experience. This makes it an interesting exercise to compare their
levels of clinical proficiency. The analysis uses data from proficiency assessments conducted at baseline. I
can compare doctors, existing mid-level providers, and new mid-level providers. A reminder that clinical
proficiency was assessed in three areas: general medical knowledge, emergency obstetric management,
and outpatient primary care. Figure 5 plots kernel densities of the percentage scores on each of these
domains. The last figure aggregates performance on all three domains.
The results are unequivocal: doctors outperformed both existing and new mid-level providers on every
assessed dimension, and by a considerable margin.39 The distributions are quite distinct. Not only did the
average doctor demonstrate much higher levels of proficiency than the average mid-level provider, but
even low-performing doctors out-performed the majority of mid-level providers. For example, doctors at
the 20th percentile – averaging over all of the scores – performed about as well as mid-level providers
at the 80th percentile. That said, it is worth pointing out that the distribution is broad, some mid-level
providers demonstrated quite high levels of proficiency.40 Length of experience does not seem to make a big
difference; existing and new mid-level providers, despite the disparity in years of experiences, performed at
38

Preeclampsia, Placenta Previa, and Postpartum haemorrhage are obstetric complications associated with higher mortality.
These findings are similar to findings by others (see for example Lohela et al., 2016).
40
One concern, particularly with the case study and vignette results, is that they may be skewed by measures of process, such
as history-taking and examinations, on which doctors are, perhaps, disposed to perform much better. One way to address this is
by focusing on the bottom line: rates of correct diagnosis and treatment. I examine this in Figure A.4. I compare rates of correct
diagnosis and treatment for the case of tuberculosis (the case of pediatric malaria does not have sufficient discriminatory power
as nearly all providers were able to correctly identify it). Doctors were about 18 percentage points more likely to make the correct
diagnosis and 33 percentage points more likely to provide the correct treatment. If I include referrals as correct treatment, the
gap compared to existing providers narrows to, a still large, 17 percentage points.
39
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similar levels.41 In all cases, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test cannot reject the null that the two distributions are
the same.42 These results demonstrate, fairly conclusively, that the doctors were more clinically proficient
(more highly skilled) than existing health care workers.
4.3.2

Did doctors provide demonstrably better care?

This is a crucially important question. If differences in proficiency do not translate to meaningful
differences in practice, then replacing a lower-quality provider with a (theoretically) higher-quality will
not have the intended effect. To answer this question I rely on direct observations of clinical interactions
between health providers and patients. While what constitutes appropriate good-quality care will depend,
to some extent, on the specifics of each case, it is possible to make some broad generalizations. I will assess
care quality using the following metrics: (i) rates of adherence to clinical guidelines for patients presenting
with fever (by far the most common presentation); (ii) whether a physical examination was performed
(this is interpreted pretty broadly and includes any of the following: checking the patient’s temperature,
measuring blood pressure, checking pulse rate, and checking for signs of anemia or dehydration); (iii)
whether a diagnosis was made (to be able to provide treatment, a provider must have, at least, a working
diagnosis); (iv) the length of the consultation (this is log transformed).43
I will also examine two negative indicators: overly prescribing intramuscular (IM) or intravenous (IV)
injections (vaccinations are excluded), and overuse of antibiotics. IM or IV drug administration should
only be used when strictly necessary but in developing country settings it is not uncommon for health
care providers to prescribe IM/IV injections to signal that ‘serious’ treatment is being provided. It goes
without saying that this is not good clinical practice. The over-use of antibiotics is also a well-known
problem (Ayukekbong et al., 2017). Prescribing antibiotics when not indicated is bad clinical practice and
contributes to the problem of antibiotic resistance (Yip et al., 2014). For these two indicators, lower rates
are better.
Lastly, I will look at the quality of communication by health providers. This is an underrated part of
the clinical interaction but there is evidence that a patient’s adherence to treatment may depend in large
part on the quality of provider communication (Tavakoly Sany et al., 2020; Zolnierek and DiMatteo, 2009).
I observe whether the treating provider explained a patient’s diagnosis in common language, whether
they explained the treatment being provided, and whether they gave any health education related to the
diagnosis. I combine these measures into a single index by taking an average.
Together, these indicators provide a fairly comprehensive view of the quality of care. To test for dif-

41

The relationship between years of experience and outcomes is an interesting one. The common wisdom is that “practice
makes perfect” but many studies find the opposite (Epstein et al., 2013; Goodwin et al., 2018).
42
Existing mid-level providers in Figure 5 encompass a wide range of qualifications and so this is not quite an apples-to-apples
comparison. In Figure A.7, to allow for more direct comparability to the new providers, I restrict the sample of existing providers
to only Community Health Officers (CHOs) and Community Health Extension Workers (CHEWs). The conclusions are the same.
43
This is often used as a marker of quality (Das and Hammer, 2014; Irving et al., 2017). In this study, it is measured from the
time the patient walked into the consulting room to when they exited.
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ferences I estimate the following linear regression model.
Yik = α + β1p

X

P roviderT ype + γXik + ik

(3)

p

Y denotes a given quality indicator for patient i seen in the health center in site k. P roviderT ype indicates
whether the treating provider is a doctor, a new mid-level provider, or an existing mid-level provider. The
latter are the omitted group. The model controls for a range of observable patient characteristics including
age, sex, severity of illness, self-rated health, whether the patient presented with a fever, whether the visit
was pregnancy-related (i.e., the patient was pregnant), the consultation order, whether the consultation
was interrupted (e.g., because the patient was asked to go take a test and return with the result, or because
the provider was called to attend to something else). As a measure of socioeconomic status, I control for
mobile phone ownership, and mode of transportation to the health center. The standard errors are adjusted
for clustering at the health center level.
The results in Table 6 show that along nearly all dimensions, the doctors provided demonstrably better
care. Adherence to guidelines for fever management was 15 percentage points higher; they were 8 percentage points more likely to have performed a physical examination and 25 percentage points more likely
to have made a diagnosis. Their communication skills were also better: they scored about 5 percentage
points higher on the communication index. As one might expect given these results, their consultations
took longer (about 28% longer compared to existing mid-level providers). In Columns 6 and 7, where I
examine indicators associated with bad clinical practice, doctors also performed better. They were 8 and
11 percentage points less likely, respectively, to prescribe injections and antibiotics.44
The results in Table 6 provide evidence that doctors provided superior care. There is no reason to
think that they did not provide superior obstetric care as well, however, one might want to see specific
evidence of improvements in pregnancy care that can help to explain the improvements in infant health.
Unfortunately there are too few pregnant women in the directly observed sample for me to focus in on
this subsample.45 For evidence I will therefore rely on survey information, admitting of course that this
has limitations.46 To set up the analysis, first, a brief detour. Appendix C provides a brief summary of what
is known about the causes of early newborn deaths and how to prevent them. There are two key points
worth emphasizing: the first is that an infant death soon after birth is influenced by what happens during
pregnancy. For example, maternal health conditions during pregnancy, such as anemia or hypertensive
disease, increase the odds of a newborn death by 2-14 times (Lawn et al., 2009). The second key point
44

We know that health care providers are likely to adjust their behavior in response to being observed (Leonard and Masatu,
2010; Okeke, 2021). If doctors responded more strongly to being observed, then these estimates represent an upper bound. I have
some data on consultation times for unobserved consultations and can examine whether these differences persisted when the
providers were not being observed. Indeed, the difference is larger when an observer was present, but remains large even when
an observer was not present (see Table A.10).
45
I was also not able to directly observe deliveries because of logistical challenges.
46
Clinical information from medical records would have been ideal but record-keeping, particularly at this level, is very poor
(Bhattacharya et al., 2019). Depending on women’s recall has limitations but the data should still be able to tell us something,
especially since any reporting biases should be similar across the treatment arms. The short recall period – about 3 months on
average – was also deliberate, based on evidence showing that recall was much more accurate when women were questioned
within a few months after delivery (Bat-Erdene et al., 2013; Bhattacharya et al., 2019).
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is that the health of the newborn is closely linked to that of the mother.47 For example, complications
experienced by the mother during delivery are one of the strongest predictors of an infant death (Lawn
et al., 2005); severe bleeding by the mother during delivery increases the risk of an infant death by as much
as five times (Chalumeau et al., 2000). Drawing all this together, Lawn et al. (2009) makes the following
statement: “Identifying and intervening for these maternal conditions may have a significant impact on the
health of the fetus and newborn, as well as the mother”. To the extent therefore that doctors are better at
identifying and treating these conditions, as the earlier results would indicate, we can reasonably expect
this to result in fewer deaths.
I have data on two obstetric procedures recommended by guidelines and associated with better outcomes.48 The first is whether a uterotonic agent was administered immediately after birth.49 The second is
a procedure known as cord traction, used in delivering the placenta after birth.50 I collected data on these
two outcomes because prior validation studies have shown that they can be reliably collected via population surveys (Blanc et al., 2016; Bhattacharya et al., 2019). Doctors should be more knowledgeable about
the clinical benefits of these procedures and therefore more likely to use them. Think of these indicators
as exemplars: movement on these observed measures is likely to indicate movement on other unobserved
measures. The results are in Table A.11. The estimates are noisy but they tell the same story as the direct observations. Table A.12 provides some additional evidence. Treating maternal infections can help to
prevent early newborn deaths (see Appendix C). Earlier I showed that doctors were better at identifying
and appropriately treating health conditions; they were also more likely to appropriately administer antibiotics. While I do not have data on the occurrence and management of infections – for this one would
need clinical data – I have information in the survey about the occurrence of high-grade fever postpartum,
a sign of an underlying infective process. If doctors were more proactive about managing infections we
might see a reduction in high-grade fever. The estimates are noisy but provide suggestive evidence of this.
4.3.3

Other Mechanisms

Changes in Clinic Processes: It is possible that doctors exerted impacts that extended beyond providing better treatment to patients that they saw. They may, for example, have introduced new clinical
protocols and procedures in the health facility that could have impacted outcomes more broadly. There is
a hint of this in the data. We interviewed facility ‘in-charges’ (senior health workers that doubled as clinic
managers) towards the end of the posted providers’ tenure and asked them what, if any, impact the new
providers had had on service delivery in the facility. We began by asking them to rate the overall impact
47

This connection is well-established. See for example Lee et al. (2009), Weiner et al. (2003), Chalumeau et al. (2000), Steketee
et al. (2001), and Lawn et al. (2005).
48
I collected data in the follow-up survey on some prenatal care indicators such as whether the mother’s blood pressure
was measured or whether a urine test was performed, but on these admittedly simple metrics there is not much differentiation.
Adherence rates are uniformly high.
49
Uterotonics are drugs that cause the uterus to contract. Uterine atony (failure to contract) is a primary cause of severe
postpartum bleeding and the World Health Organization guidelines recommend that a uterotonic agent be administered prophylactically immediately after the birth of the child to help prevent severe bleeding (Gallos et al., 2018; World Health Organization,
2018).
50
This is a component of a process known as “Active Management of the Third Stage of Labor” or AMTSL, which is recommended by the World Health Organization for all births (World Health Organization, 2017).
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of the new provider.51 Overall 77% of in-charges that received a doctor rated their impact as strongly positive compared to 62% of in-charges that received an MLP. We then asked about specific kinds of impacts
that the new provider may have had. Along ‘quantitative’ dimensions (the effect of adding an extra health
worker) such as allowing the facility to extend service hours, doctors should not be very different from
mid-level providers. Similarly on generic dimensions, such as making the work environment more pleasant, one does not expect to see a systematic difference between doctors and MLPs. The results in Table
7 bear this out. However, along more ‘qualitative’ dimensions (the effect of adding a more highly skilled
worker) such as helping other providers to improve their knowledge/skills or introducing new ways of
doing things, significant differences emerge. For example, doctors were significantly more likely (by about
13 percentage points) to have introduced clinical innovations compared to MLPs.52
I can also drill down further to examine what specific kinds of innovations were introduced by the new
provider (this was an open-ended question). The full set of responses are presented in Table A.13 in the
Appendix with only minor edits for readability. The data reveal important qualitative differences between
MLPs and Doctor. For mid-level providers the innovations were more general, e.g., giving advice about
cleanliness of the facility or providing more health talks, whereas for doctors the innovations were more
pointed, and specific to treatment of patients. There are noteworthy allusions to obstetric management
such as “convulsion and labor", “new method of delivery”, and “handling antenatal cases”. For context, it is
important to keep in mind that these are filtered through the eyes of the in-charge and almost certainly do
not represent the full range of innovations introduced by the doctor. One can see how these might amplify
the effect of the doctor beyond the patients that they personally attended to.53
Changes in utilization: The presence of the doctor could have also led to changes in care-seeking
behavior. We know that individuals care about, and respond to changes in quality of medical care (Leonard,
2007; Santos et al., 2017; Gaynor et al., 2016). Quality is, however, difficult to assess and individuals may,
therefore, infer quality from observable proxies such as medical qualifications.54 In response to the arrival
of a new doctor, individuals might switch from other sources of care to access what they believe to be better
quality treatment. To be very clear, any such changes in demand do not affect the validity of the intentto-treat results but may help with interpretation. For example, it may be that health outcomes improved,
not just because always users receive better care, but also because better quality may have attracted new
users, some of whom might benefit more from treatment. In other words, part of the effect of raising quality
might work through individuals observing this and switching from potentially lower quality care settings.
To examine this I test whether women in my sample were more likely to have used health care services
during pregnancy. The effects are small and statistically insignificant. They are reported in Appendix
Table A.14.55 I also test for substitution across care settings by looking at where children in the sample
51

They could choose one of the following options: strongly positive, fairly positive, neither positive nor negative, fairly
negative, or strongly negative.
52
This is not because they were more recently trained; the new doctors and new MLPs had similar years of experience.
53
There is a hint of this in Table A.4: mortality seems to be slightly lower in Doctor sites even when care was provided by an
MLP.
54
This is perhaps one reason why informal health providers in the private sector are often anxious to describe themselves as
‘doctors’.
55
It may be a bit surprising that I do not find a stronger demand response to a new doctor, but one potential explanation is that
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were born. These results are in Table A.15. There appears to be some switching from births at home to
births in the community health center but the effect is small in magnitude (a 7-8% shift). Moreover I find a
similar pattern in MLP and Doctor sites suggesting that this cannot explain differences in mortality (even
setting aside the relatively small magnitude of the effect). The lack of strong evidence of changes in careseeking behavior suggests that compositional effects are likely small. I test for compositional changes in
Appendix Table A.16 by comparing mean characteristics of care users across arms. There is little evidence
of compositional changes.

4.4

Provider Quality and Health Outcomes
So far, I have presented intent-to-treat results. They indicate that the arrival of doctors led to improve-

ments in quality that, in turn, appear to have led to an improvement in health outcomes. These results help
to illuminate the relationship between provider quality and health outcomes. One might be interested in
this ‘structural’ relationship for a couple of reasons. First, while doctors, on average, were an upgrade in
terms of quality, some mid-level providers also demonstrated quite high levels of proficiency at baseline
(some doctors were also middling performers). Second, there are other ways one might think of to raise
provider quality – for example, through better training of mid-level providers – that do not necessarily
involve deploying doctors. A relevant question might then be: if we were able to raise provider proficiency (or competence) by X units, how would this translate into health outcomes? A slightly rephrased
version of this question, and one that might be more relevant from a policymaker point of view, is how
would health outcomes change if we raised average levels of competence in a community by X units? This
question I can try to answer.
I have shown that the community health center is the main source of care for households. The proficiency of health providers in the health center, thus, provides a good measure of the average level of
provider quality in the community. I do not have proficiency data for all the health providers in the health
center – one existing provider in each health center was selected for the survey (in addition to the newly
posted provider where applicable). The existing provider was chosen from among those available on the
day (we deliberately tried to select providers that were responsible for providing much of the care in the
health center). To the extent that these providers are representative of other providers in the health center,
then the baseline proficiency data are a good proxy for average levels of provider quality. The random
arrival of a new doctor to the community health center in this policy experiment – since doctors are more
proficient on average – supplies an exogenous shock to provider quality in the community that one can
then leverage.
I use two measures of average proficiency or competence: a simple average of the proficiency score
taken over all health providers in the health center in the sample. I averaged percentage scores on each
domain for each provider and then averaged over all providers in the health center. The second measure
is a standardized index derived using principal component analysis applied to the proficiency data. The
households may not have been aware that a new doctor had been posted to the health center. In the follow-up survey when asked
whether there was a doctor available in the health center, only 48% of women in Doctor sites replied “Yes”. Given the relatively
short time frame this may not be entirely unexpected. Over a longer period one could see a larger demand-side response.
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predicted score is averaged for all providers in the health center and then normalized against the mean
and standard deviation for the control group.56 To be clear I have data for two providers (out of six) in
MLP and Doctor sites. On average, mid-level providers performed about the same, so the mean for the
two providers in MLP sites would be the same as the mean for all six. In Doctor sites, however, by taking
a simple average I am assigning the doctor a weight of 0.5 (not 0.17 if all providers were given equal
weight). Clearly, doctors and mid-level providers are not assigned equal weight in practice. Advice by a
doctor clearly supersedes that of other providers. If the availability of a doctor meant that they saw all
patients, then the correct weight would be one. However, in practice they did not (and would not). In the
outpatient setting, we found that there usually might be two providers consulting at the same time – the
doctor and another provider. If this was representative of normal practice then a weight of 0.5 would seem
appropriate.57 On the other hand, doctors would likely manage the care of nearly all inpatients. Putting
together all these considerations, assigning doctors a weight of 0.5 seems reasonable.
The results are in Table 8.58 For comparison I report coefficients from a simple OLS regression of 7-day
mortality on the proficiency score and the standardized index. The coefficients on the Proficiency score
are multiplied by 10 so that a unit change represents a 10-point shift. The IV results indicate that raising
average proficiency by 10 points on the unweighted index would decrease 7-day mortality by about 0.6
percentage points (or 16% relative to the control mean). For context a 10-point increase is the equivalent of
moving a mid-level provider from the median to the 70th percentile of the proficiency distribution. Raising
average standardized quality by one-half of a standard deviation would decrease 7-day mortality by about
0.86 percentage points (24% relative to the control mean).
An alternative to this IV approach is reported in Table A.18 in the Online Appendix. Under the assumption that the quality of the new provider is randomly assigned one can recover unbiased estimates
of the relationship between provider quality and outcomes from an OLS regression of 7-day mortality on
the quality of the new provider.59 One potential concern with this approach is that care is provided by
a team of providers – even during a single visit a patient will be ‘touched’ by multiple providers – and
each, to some extent, contributes to that patient’s outcome. For that reason, the facility average provides
a better approximation of reality. Additionally the assumption that provider quality is uncorrelated with
both facility and population characteristics applies only to the new provider. One cannot make a similar
assumption about the quality of existing providers, e.g., in control sites. Nevertheless the results in Table
A.18 provide a similar conclusion.60

56

Figure A.10 shows how health care workers are distributed across the quality continuum, by health worker type. Clearly,
not all doctors are high quality; and, similarly, not all mid-level providers are low quality. There is a fair amount of heterogeneity
within group.
57
The weight might even be higher if other providers consulted with the doctor regarding management of their own cases.
58
For interested readers, the first stage results are in Appendix Table A.17.
59
I thank one of the referees for this suggestion.
60
Excluding control sites reduces precision but results in nearly identical estimates.
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5

Concluding Remarks
This paper has presented results from a policy experiment in Nigeria in which newly-trained doctors

were posted to randomly selected communities to work for one year. 180 primary health service areas,
drawn from five different states, were selected to take part in the experiment. 60 of these were randomly
selected to receive a new doctor. The doctor was posted to the government primary health care center
serving the area, joining the existing complement of health care workers working in the health center. To
separate quality effects from the quantity effect of receiving an additional health care provider, another 60
service areas were randomly selected to receive a mid-level health care provider with similar qualifications
to providers already present in the health center. The remaining 60 service areas did not receive any
additional health care workers and served as a control group.
I have shown that adding a doctor led to a marked improvement in health outcomes with 7-day infant
mortality decreasing on average by between 7-8 deaths per thousand. Highlighting the importance of
quality, adding another health provider with similar qualifications to existing workers had no statistical
effect on health outcomes. Providing further evidence of a causal linkage, I showed that the size of the
mortality effect increased with longer duration of exposure to the intervention. Children with longer
than median exposure—based on the number of pregnancy months exposed—experienced a decrease of
between 13-15 deaths per thousand. These results are striking considering that the program lasted for
just under one year. One might expect the effects to be larger over a longer period. An exploration of
potential mechanisms showed that these improvements in health outcomes were most likely a result of
improvements in quality of treatment. There was also some evidence that the doctors’ impacts may have
extended beyond direct patient care by catalyzing broader changes in care management protocols within
the health center.
Exploiting the exogenous change in provider quality as a result of the intervention I presented evidence that raising average provider quality by half a standard deviation would lower mortality by about
24 percent. For context, consider that it has taken 30 years for newborn mortality in Nigeria to fall by a
roughly similar magnitude (National Population Commission and ICF International, 2019).61 There have
been glimpses before of the importance of access to good-quality medical care. For example, Godlonton
and Okeke (2016) found that a policy instituted by the government in Malawi to incentivize women to use
health facilities—a controversial ban on the use of informal birth attendants—only translated into lower
mortality for households living close to a high-quality health institution. For more correlational evidence
see Leslie et al. (2016). What this paper does is to not only show clearly and transparently that quality is
an important determinant of outcomes but also to show that ‘quality’ is determined in large part by the
provider. In a setting in which we only changed the quality of the provider – no other inputs were provided
and working conditions were unchanged – mortality declined significantly.
So how cost-effective was the intervention? I estimate a conservative lower bound of 115 child deaths
averted in Doctor communities.62 The main cost of the program is the cost of doctors’ salaries. Monthly
61

Between 1990 and 2018.
This is calculated as follows: community health centers averaged 27 deliveries per months over the intervention period
meaning that 15,903 births took place in the community health center over the 589 intervention months. Assuming that the health
62
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wages for an early-career medical officer in Nigeria range from $400-$700. Using the upper end of this
range results in imputed wage costs of $412,300.63 The program does not require much in the way of
administration – maybe monitoring visits to keep the doctors honest plus coordination costs – so administrative overheads are fairly low. I assume that the cost of administering the program is 30% of the
direct costs.64 Under these assumptions I estimate a cost per death averted of $4,650. This works out to
about $248 per life year saved (or $310 per quality-adjusted life year).65 By most definitions this is highly
cost-effective. Jamison et al. (2006) provides useful estimates of cost-effectiveness of various neonatal interventions. They estimate, for example, that a package of community-based interventions66 would cost
$100-$270 per year of life saved in Sub-Saharan Africa ($183-$493 per disability-adjusted life year). My
estimate falls within these ranges. I point out that these calculations are likely to be conservative because
they assume that the only health benefit of the intervention was the reduction in newborn deaths. It seems
plausible that there would be other health benefits, including possible reductions in adult mortality, and
reductions in morbidity.
Can a program like this be scaled up? I believe so. Brazil, for example, has such a program.67 Various
other countries have smaller-scale—though still national in scope—programs that incentivize doctors to
practice in medically underserved areas. The Conrad-19 Visa Waiver program in the US for foreign-trained
doctors and the National Health Services Loan Repayment Program are both examples. One could expand
the scope of the program in this paper by extending the length of doctors’ postings, e.g., from 12 to 18
months (or two years). Despite the added cost, the evidence in this paper suggests significant welfare
gains, particularly if doctors spend this time working in underserved communities – in keeping with the
original ideals of the program – where their marginal value is likely to be greater.68 Extending the length of
service by fiat may be politically untenable but the same end goal can be achieved by extending incentives
to doctors to stay beyond their service year. Such incentives could be financial or non-financial, such
as preferential access to post-graduate residency training which is extremely competitive. In one sense
having overcome the fixed costs of relocation, extending their tenure by six months to a year, for earlybenefits accrued only to these children – a conservative assumption because it ignores women who may have been referred or
those who may have received care during the pregnancy in the health center but delivered elsewhere – we can multiply this by
the median estimate in Table 4, to generate a lower-bound estimate of the number of child lives saved.
63
Doctors appeared to have generated these health improvements without using additional health care resources. The cost
per delivery and length of stay in hospital following delivery were similar.
64
Administrative costs of social programs in lower income countries range from 1.6-30% and average around 11% (see Annex
1 in Ortiz et al., 2017)
−rL
65
(Sassi, 2006) where Q is a quality weight (I assume
Quality-Adjusted Life Expectancy is calculated as follows: Q ∗ 1−er
0.8), r is the discount rate (I use 5%) and L is life expectancy at birth (I assume 55 years). Life expectancy in Nigeria is from World
Bank Data Bank (2020).
66
This includes promoting healthy behaviors, such as breastfeeding, and providing extra care of moderately small babies at
home, plus community-based management of acute respiratory infections. A clinical package that includes essential newborn
care, neonatal resuscitation, facility-based care of small newborns, and emergency care of ill newborns would cost $25-$360 per
year of life saved ($46-$657 per disability-adjusted life year).
67
The program is called Mais Medicos or More Doctors. Fontes et al. (2018) describes this program and cites a few other similar
programs.
68
There may be a tradeoff between posting doctors to communities where they are most needed, which may tend to be more
sparsely populated more rural communities, compared to more densely populated urban centers. We do not want doctors sitting
around with no patients to attend to. But even among rural communities there is heterogeneity and it might be reasonable to
prioritize larger, busier primary health centers. Additionally, lack of utilization of health care services is a demand-side problem
for which there are effective interventions.
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career doctors, may be tenable, particularly if this is combined with a ‘sweetener’.69
More generally one can think about a program that recruits primary care doctors to work in underserved areas. Doctors could be signed to short-term (1-3 year) contracts with attractive benefits.70 Such
temporary postings can be used in a targeted way to ease constraints in the most deprived communities.71
In my view, short-term contracts may be desirable for at least one other reason: providers are more likely
to stay motivated and work hard. Over a much longer period, new providers may become affected by the
common malaise of absenteeism and low effort. For countries such as Nigeria with relatively more doctors per capita (compared to other sub-Saharan countries) such a program is possible within the current
envelope. One could also combine such a program with a limited expansion of medical school production. Unlike in countries, like the US, where Medicine is a graduate degree and doctors must complete a
minimum of three years of residency training after graduating before they can practice (and where the
number of residency slots creates a bottleneck), in many developing countries Medicine is a first degree,
and a residency is not required for licensure, making it comparatively easier to expand supply.72
Many countries will doubtless continue to rely on mid-level health care providers to deliver primary
health care services (World Health Organization, 2014). As a matter of practicality therefore, part of the
solution must be to improve the quality of these providers. For workers in service, this may take the
form of short-term training programs and courses. Providing better (and more regular) review, oversight,
and feedback by more knowledgeable colleagues such as senior doctors, may also be an important part of
the strategy. Though the evidence regarding the success of such quality improvement programs is mixed
(Agarwal et al., 2018; Dettrick et al., 2013; Semrau et al., 2017; Das et al., 2016a) this is not to say that they
cannot be effective if properly designed and implemented. For workers not yet in service, improving the
quality of their training will likely be necessary. This could take the form of changes in curriculum as well
as stronger program accreditation and licensure requirements. These are important research questions.
In closing I note that it has become de rigueur for papers to claim that their findings are novel and make
an important contribution. Often, these claims are oversold. I do not believe that to be the case here. I will
be the first to admit that there are questions that the study does not (and cannot) answer. For example,
how might a longer-lasting program fare? One can also challenge the study on external validity grounds.
To what extent might one obtain similar or different results if this were done in a different setting or with a
different population of providers? Finally, there are more normative questions, e.g., could mid-level health
care workers be trained to achieve similar levels of quality? These are valid questions that are important
to ask, but they should not obscure the contributions of this study. Such questions, in my view, provide
clues to promising lines of future inquiry and I hope that they spur more research.
69

Some states already attempt to attract doctors by offering permanent employment to program doctors at the end of their
posting. In contrast what I am proposing is a short fixed-term extension contract, which doctors may find more attractive. Such
contracts could be renewable.
70
See Bärnighausen and Bloom (2009) for a review of other strategies. The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted additional
stop-gap strategies such as using final-year medical students and doctors in early retirement.
71
There is some precedence for this in Nigeria. One such program deployed midwives to underserved communities (Okeke
et al., 2016, 2017).
72
Viscusi and Masterman (2017) estimate that the Value of a Statistical Life in Nigeria is $485,000, suggesting that doctors
would return, many times over, what it would cost to produce them. See Mills et al. (2011) and Scheffler et al. (2009) for estimates
of costs.
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Figure 1: Experimental design

(a) Health worker intervention

(b) Conditional incentive
Figure 1 lays out the experimental design. A HSA denotes a Primary Health Service Area, which consists of communities served
by a government primary health center. Figure 1a shows the design of the primary intervention: 180 HSAs were randomly
assigned with equal probability to one of three experimental arms: MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider
was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The control group received no new providers. Health workers
were posted to the primary health center serving the cluster. A secondary intervention was nested within this (see Figure 1b): in
each participating HSA, 50% of census areas were randomly assigned to an intervention in which pregnant women were offered
a payment of $14, to be made after the birth of their child, if the woman attended at least 3 prenatal visits, delivered in a health
facility, and attended one postnatal visit. In the other 50% of census areas, pregnant women were not offered a conditional
incentive.
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Figure 2: Effect of the intervention on supply
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(a) Number of health providers
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Figure 2a shows the mean number of health providers employed in the health center at each time point. Figure 2b shows the
probability that there was a doctor present in the health center at each time point. T0 is baseline, before health provider deployment; T1 is the beginning of the intervention period, just after the provider’s expected start date; and T2 is the endline,
just before the end of the provider’s tenure. Data are from health center staff registers. Control denotes sites not assigned any
new providers; Mid-level provider denotes sites randomly assigned an additional mid-level health provider; Doctor denotes sites
randomly assigned a new doctor.
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Control
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Doctor
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Figure 3: Trends in 7-day mortality by experimental arm

2017q3

2017q4

2018q1

Figure shows the probability of an infant death within the first week of life in each arm by quarter of birth. 2017q3 denotes
Quarter 3 of 2017. Data are aggregated by quarter for stability. Cells with fewer than 150 observations are excluded. 96% of births
occurred within the time interval shown. Confidence intervals are omitted to reduce clutter. Control denotes status quo sites;
MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted.
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Figure 4: Dose-Response Effects
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Figure 4a is a scatterplot of the mean probability that care was received from a doctor by exposure duration, with smoothed
local polynomial regression lines and 95% confidence intervals. Data are from women’s health cards (an analogous figure using
information from the survey is in Figure A.6 in the Online Appendix). Figure 4b graphs average 7-day mortality by exposure
duration. Confidence intervals are omitted to reduce clutter. Month 10 is omitted because there are too few observations. Exposure
is the number of pregnancy months exposed to the intervention provider. The maximum possible length of exposure is 10 months
– the length of the provider’s tenure. Mid-level provider denotes sites randomly assigned an additional mid-level health provider;
Doctor denotes sites randomly assigned a new doctor.
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Figure 5: Differences in proficiency by provider type
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Figure 5 shows kernel density plots of health provider performance on clinical proficiency modules testing basic medical knowledge (top left), emergency obstetric case management (top right), and management of outpatient primary care conditions (bottom
left). The clinical modules were administered by medically trained professionals on the research team. Mid-level provider denotes a mid-level health provider. Figure 5 compares the new Medical Officers to the newly posted mid-level health providers, to
existing mid-level providers in the health centers.
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Table 1: Baseline covariate balance
Control

MLP

Doctor

MLP = C

D=C

D = MLP

Joint

0.483
0.267
16.500
5.000
0.933
0.867
0.783
50.333
0.083
0.433
0.541
24.894
2.383
2.817
0.717
60

0.450
0.283
14.233
5.017
0.817
0.833
0.767
52.017
0.083
0.267
0.550
24.861
2.467
2.883
0.633
60

0.450
0.267
15.117
4.917
0.867
0.867
0.783
52.783
0.033
0.367
0.515
23.264
2.250
2.800
0.617
60

0.82
0.71
0.14
0.75
0.04
0.50
0.71
0.69
0.92
0.03
0.71
0.98
0.43
0.35
0.28

0.92
0.99
0.49
0.68
0.23
0.71
0.67
0.72
0.24
0.43
0.58
0.59
0.34
0.70
0.13

0.89
0.67
0.34
0.92
0.36
0.29
0.43
0.96
0.24
0.17
0.30
0.68
0.11
0.23
0.65

0.97
0.90
0.32
0.91
0.10
0.56
0.73
0.91
0.37
0.08
0.58
0.85
0.28
0.43
0.29

B: Mother and Household variables
Age
24.767
Hausa/Fulani ethnicity
0.737
Religion is Islam
0.830
No formal schooling
0.710
Cannot read
0.731
Husband makes health-care decisions
0.656
Number of prior births
1.907
Prior stillbirth or newborn death
0.068
Last birth in health facility
0.171
Offered conditional incentive
0.560
Household assets (out of 11)
2.063
Household size
5.847
Sample size
3467
Omnibus test (p-value)

24.825
0.700
0.806
0.700
0.769
0.644
1.856
0.058
0.161
0.538
2.045
5.819
3511

24.597
0.769
0.818
0.697
0.756
0.678
1.935
0.061
0.184
0.529
1.978
5.485
3608

0.78
0.13
0.01
0.31
0.16
0.83
0.41
0.23
0.38
0.29
0.95
0.52

C: Child variables
Male infant
Multiple birth
Caesarean delivery
Health card available
Sample size
Omnibus test (p-value)

0.532
0.022
0.008
0.695
3025

0.532
0.023
0.004
0.676
3094

0.28
0.95
0.53
0.57

A: Health center variables
Has running water
Not connected to power grid
Number of beds
Number of health care providers
Has a lab
Has a pharmacy
24-hour service
Travel time to referral hospital
Does caesarean
Does blood transfusion
Essential equipment (% available)
Deliveries per month
General condition (1-4)
Cleanliness (1-4)
Delivery room has fan or A/C
Sample size
Omnibus test (p-value)

0.522
0.022
0.007
0.670
3007

0.98
0.32
0.39
0.26
0.50
0.31
0.09
0.89
0.55
0.66
0.12
0.49
0.10

0.24
0.01
0.37
0.81
0.86
0.09
0.33
0.55
0.24
0.68
0.47
0.23

0.46
0.02
0.03
0.59
0.36
0.17
0.55
0.49
0.48
0.29
0.72
0.22
0.27

0.30
0.90
0.28
0.62

0.89
0.94
0.07
0.31

0.47
0.99
0.19
0.59
0.88

Data in Panel A are from a baseline survey of health centers. Data in Panel B and C are from the household enrollment and followup surveys respectively. Control (C) denotes sites not assigned any new providers; MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health
provider was posted; Doctor (D) denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The figures in Columns 4-6 are p-values from a test
of difference in group means. Column 7 is the p-value from a joint test of equality. P-values are adjusted for clustering.
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Table 2: Effect of the intervention on supply
Number of health providers

Doctor available

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

MLP Cluster

1.033
(0.504)

0.917
(0.386)

-0.017
(0.017)

-0.013
(0.019)

Doctor Cluster

0.867
(0.475)

0.787
(0.379)

0.933
(0.033)

0.940
(0.029)

T2

0.400
(0.174)

0.400
(0.185)

-0.017
(0.017)

-0.017
(0.018)

MLP Cluster x T2

-0.483
(0.251)

-0.483
(0.268)

0.017
(0.017)

0.017
(0.018)

Doctor Cluster x T2

0.083
(0.279)

0.083
(0.298)

0.017
(0.029)

0.017
(0.031)

Observations
Control group mean

360
5.200

360
5.200

360
0.008

360
0.008

The dependent variables are in the column headers. They are the number of health care providers working in the health center
and the probability that the health center has a doctor on staff. Each health center, in each of the 180 sites, was observed twice:
at the beginning of the intervention (T1) and just before the end (T2). The arrival of the assigned health care worker marks the
start of the intervention, and their departure marks its end. MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted;
Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The omitted comparison group is the status quo sites. Columns 1 and 3
do not include strata fixed effects, Columns 2 and 4 do. Standard errors in parentheses are adjusted for clustering at the health
center level.
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Table 3: Effect on probability that health care was provided by a doctor
Card

Self-report

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

MLP Village

0.002
(0.016)

0.002
(0.016)

-0.002
(0.013)

-0.001
(0.013)

Doctor Village

0.216
(0.028)

0.217
(0.028)

0.083
(0.016)

0.084
(0.016)

No

Yes

No

Yes

6891
0.003

6891
0.003

10586
0.058

10586
0.058

Controls
Observations
Control group mean

The dependent variable is an indicator denoting whether care was received from a doctor during pregnancy. This is based on
information recorded on women’s health cards (Columns 1-2) or as reported in the follow-up survey (Columns 3-4). MLP denotes
sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The omitted
comparison group is the status quo sites. Included controls are mother’s age, ethnicity, schooling, pregnancy age at enrollment,
an indicator for a first birth, experience with formal care (a previous facility delivery), whether she was offered a conditional
incentive, decision-making authority in the household, and whether the household owns a car. Standard errors in parentheses
are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table 4: Effect on 7-day mortality
(1)
No controls

(2)
Basic controls

(3)
Extended controls

(4)
Double-Lasso

MLP Village

-0.0017
(0.0036)

-0.0017
(0.0036)

-0.0005
(0.0037)

-0.0005
(0.0036)

Doctor Village

-0.0053
(0.0036)

-0.0069
(0.0036)

-0.0078
(0.0035)

-0.0077
(0.0034)

Observations
Control group mean

9126
0.0362

9124
0.0363

9124
0.0363

9125
0.0363

The dependent variable is the probability of an infant death within the first week of life. MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level
health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The omitted comparison group is the status
quo sites. Basic controls are the same as in Table 3 + an indicator for child’s sex and quarter-of-birth fixed effects to flexibly
control for time trends. Extended controls are basic controls + baseline site (health center) characteristics. I control for monthly
number of deliveries in the health center, emergency obstetric capability (whether the health center can perform caesareans and
blood transfusions), and the cleanliness of the health center as assessed by research staff on a four-point scale. Column 4 uses
a double lasso to select which covariates are included. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary
health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table 5: Effect on 7-day mortality by treatment dosage
Low dose

High dose

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Doctor Village

0.006
(0.006)

0.005
(0.006)

0.002
(0.007)

0.002
(0.009)

-0.011
(0.005)

-0.013
(0.005)

-0.015
(0.005)

-0.015
(0.007)

Basic controls

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Extended controls

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Lasso controls

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Observations

2915

2915

2915

2918

3200

3200

3200

3201

This table disaggregates mortality effects by duration of exposure to the treatment. The dependent variable is the probability of
an infant death within the first week of life. Exposure is defined as the number of pregnancy months exposed to the intervention
provider. Low dosage denotes exposure less than the median. High dosage denotes exposure duration greater than the median.
Doctor sites are compared to MLP sites, both of which received a new provider. Basic controls are the same as in Table 3 + an
indicator for child’s sex and quarter-of-birth fixed effects to flexibly control for time trends. Extended controls are basic controls
+ baseline site (health center) characteristics. I control for monthly number of deliveries in the health center, emergency obstetric
capability (whether the health center can perform caesareans and blood transfusions), and the cleanliness of the health center as
assessed by research staff on a four-point scale. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health
service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table 6: Effect on observed quality of treatment
Good clinical practice

Bad clinical practice

(1)
Adherence to
fever protocol

(2)
Carried out
physical exam

(3)
Made a
diagnosis

(4)
Prescribed
injection

(5)
Prescribed
antibiotic

(6)
Log of consultation
time

(7)
Patient
communication

New MLP

0.002
(0.022)

0.020
(0.034)

-0.058
(0.042)

0.004
(0.031)

0.001
(0.034)

0.081
(0.047)

-0.015
(0.020)

Doctor

0.147
(0.025)

0.080
(0.033)

0.251
(0.033)

-0.082
(0.027)

-0.111
(0.035)

0.279
(0.052)

0.053
(0.021)

Observations
Dep. variable mean

1169
0.240

2390
0.816

2390
0.669

2392
0.225

2392
0.457

2383
2.096

2390
0.543
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This table examines various metrics of outpatient care quality as measured by direct observation. The column headers indicate the various quality metrics. The model compares
doctors to the new mid-level health providers and existing mid-level providers (the omitted comparison group). Each regression controls for the following patient characteristics:
age, sex, illness severity, self-rated health, fever presentation, a pregnancy-related visit, the consultation order, whether the consultation was interrupted, and mode of transportation
to the health center. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area.

Table 7: Qualitative impacts of the new provider
(1)

(2)
Reduce workload
of other
providers

(3)
Allowed facility
to extend
hours

(4)
Allowed facility
to provide
more services

(5)
Challenged others
to be more
hardworking

(6)
Helped other
providers improve
knowledge/skills

(7)
Introduced new
ways of
doing things

Made work
environment
more pleasant
Doctor

0.086
(0.091)

0.164
(0.088)

0.022
(0.070)

0.072
(0.067)

0.149
(0.068)

0.338
(0.064)

0.128
(0.066)

Observations
Control mean

116
0.400

116
0.417

116
0.717

116
0.533

116
0.367

116
0.417

116
0.317

Table examines qualitative impacts of the new provider as reported by health center managers at the end of the new provider’s tenure. Each observation is a health center where
a new provider was posted. Doctor sites are compared to MLP sites.
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Table 8: Provider quality and infant mortality (IV Analysis)
OLS
(1)
Proficiency score (%)

(2)

-0.0024
(0.0011)

(3)

(4)

-0.0060
(0.0024)

Standardized proficiency
N
First-stage F-statistic
Control group mean

IV

-0.0033
(0.0024)
9124

9124

0.0363

0.0363

-0.0171
(0.0071)
9124
51.4469
0.0363

9124
30.5949
0.0363

The dependent variable is the probability of an infant death within the first week of life. The right-hand-side variable is average
provider quality as measured by average overall performance on the clinical proficiency assessments and by an average standardized quality index derived using Principal Component Analysis. The coefficients on the Proficiency score, Columns 1 and 3, are
multiplied by 10 so that a unit change represents a 10-point shift. In Columns 3 and 4 average provider quality is instrumented
with an indicator denoting whether a doctor was posted to the community. All models include the extended set of controls.
Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Appendix: For Online Publication

1

A

Sampling and Enrollment

We enrolled approximately 60 expecting mothers in each Primary Health Service Area into the study.
To draw the sample, enumerators visited randomly drawn census areas in each Service Area – the sampling
frame was provided by the National Population Commission – and went house-to-house to identify all
pregnant women.73 All pregnant women in a census area in their first or second trimester who gave
consent were enrolled (only seven women, in total, declined to participate). We focused on first and second
trimester pregnancies to maximize exposure. Enrollment took place between March and August 2017. We
purposely enrolled women around the time when the new providers were expected to start in order to
maximize pregnancy exposure. If we recruited too early, then too many women might deliver before the
provider arrived; conversely, if we recruited too late, then women might be delivering after the provider
had completed their posting. The figure below shows how enrollment overlapped with the arrival of the
new provider posted to the site.
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0
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4
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6

Top figure shows the period over which enrollment took place. MLP denotes sites randomly assigned an additional mid-level
provider; Doctor denotes sites randomly assigned a new doctor. Bottom figure shows enrollment relative to the arrival month of
the new provider. The month of arrival is month 0. X < 0 denotes enrollment X months prior to the arrival of the new provider.
X > 0 denotes enrollment after the arrival of the new provider.

In total we enrolled 10,852 expecting mothers in the sample. 10,699 (98.6%) were successfully recontacted at endline. Of these, 113 did not provide consent for the follow-up interview (41 in the control
and doctor arms, and 31 in the MLP arm). The overall attrition rate was 2.45% (2.9% in control sites, 2% in
MLP sites, and 2.4% in doctor sites; p-value from joint test = 0.39). Table A.2 examines determinants of attri73

Pregnancy was self-reported. This means that women who were not aware of being pregnant at the time are not included
in the sample.

2

tion. Educated women, women with more prior births, and women who were not offered the conditional
incentive were more likely to have dropped out. Table A.3 compares baseline characteristics of women
who dropped out in each arm to test whether there was a differential pattern of attrition by experimental
arm. There is no evidence of this. The p-value from an omnibus test is 0.99.
9,126 children were born to these mothers. 8,606 of these children remained alive at follow-up. 19
enrolled women died while pregnant. 43 women reported an induced termination. 1,501 women reported
an in utero death. Table A.6 examines this outcome.

3

B

Health Cards

Women at registration for prenatal care normally receive cards. They retain these cards and bring
them along whenever they visit the health facility. Each woman enrolled in the study was provided with
a card. The name and designation of the provider seen during a visit is recorded on the card. During the
follow-up interview we asked to see these cards and recorded whether the woman saw a doctor during
the pregnancy. Doctors in Nigeria always use their designation (Dr.) so this was easy enough to identify.
The main limitation with these cards is that they are not available in all cases, as noted in the text.
Anecdotal reports by mothers who received care outside of the community health center suggested
that providers in these facilities were less likely to complete the cards. There is some evidence of this in
the data (see figure below). To the extent that those who received care in another health facility received
care from a doctor, the cards will underestimate the actual prevalence of doctor-provided care. However,
less than 10% of the sample received care in a government or private hospital where a doctor might be
available. As long as this proportion is similar across experimental arms, which it is, I will undercount in
the same way across groups, and estimates of between-group differences in means will be correct.
Women also sometimes forgot to take their cards with them to the facility, or the provider omitted to
record the utilization. This can also be seen in the figure below. 1 in 10 women who gave birth in the
community health center did not have this recorded on the card.74 This could also lead to an undercount.
However, this is also not differential between arms, and so should not pose a threat to internal validity.
MLP

Doctor

0

.2

.4

Probability
.6

.8

1

Control

Health center

Government hospital

Other facility

Figure shows the probability that a delivery was recorded on the card by delivery location. MLP denotes sites randomly assigned
an additional mid-level provider; Doctor denotes sites randomly assigned a new doctor. Other facility denotes births in any other
location outside of the home. For reference, 77% of non-home births took place in the health center serving the cluster, 6% took
place in a government hospital, and 17% took place in some other location (3.6% in another public facility, 1.2% in a private hospital
or clinic, 6.4% in a maternity home, 4.5% in a church, and 1.2% elsewhere).

74

In general, for women for whom we have a card, there is 89% agreement between what is reported in the survey and what
is recorded on the card.

4

C

Causes of early infant deaths and how to prevent them

Cause of death

Share of deaths

Interventions

Neonatal infections (e.g.,
sepsis, meningitis,
pneumonia)1
Intrapartum-related deaths

23%

Treating maternal infections
Clean/hygienic childbirth practices

30%

Complications of prematurity

32%

Antenatal care: identify/manage hypertension in
pregnancy and pre-eclampsia
Skilled attendance, including use of partograph
Emergency obstetric care for complications (e.g.,
hemorrhage)
Resuscitation
Treating maternal infections
Early identification and treatment of complications,
especially infections
Antenatal care: malaria prevention, Iron/folic acid
Resuscitation

Note: Table is adapted from Lawn et al. (2010) Table 5. Share of deaths is based on 2015 data for Nigeria and is taken from Liu
et al. (2016) Web Appendix 6. 1 Sepsis and meningitis are the leading cause in the first week with the share due to pneumonia
increasing towards the end of the first month. Other less common causes of newborn death include congenital abnormalities and
tetanus.

5

Figure A.1: Map of Nigeria showing project states

The 180 project sites were drawn from five states (shaded areas) representing three of Nigeria’s six geopolitical regions. Up top
from left to right: Kano, Jigawa, Bauchi, and Gombe. At the bottom is Akwa Ibom.
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Figure A.2: Health care worker deployment (start month)
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Figure A.2 shows the distribution of health provider start months in sites randomly assigned an additional health provider. 120
(out of 180) Primary Health Service Areas were randomly assigned an additional health provider: 60 were assigned a new doctor,
and 60 were assigned a mid-level provider (MLP). 117 health providers were actually deployed: 57 doctors and 60 mid-level
providers. Data are from administrative records.
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Figure A.3: Probability that the new health provider was present in the health center during unannounced
visits
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Figure A.3 is a scatterplot (with smoothed local polynomial regression lines and 95% confidence intervals) of the average probability that the new health provider was physically present in the health center in each month of their tenure. MLP denotes sites
randomly assigned an additional mid-level health provider; Doctor denotes sites randomly assigned a new doctor. Month 10 was
the departure month for most providers.
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Figure A.4: Rates of correct diagnosis and treatment by provider type
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Figure A.4 examines mean rates of correct diagnosis and treatment (with 95% confidence intervals) for a case of tuberculosis
presented using a patient vignette. I compare the new doctors to new and existing mid-level health providers (MLP).
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Figure A.5: Dosage of treatment: Number of pregnancy months of exposure
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Figure A.5 shows the distribution of exposure duration in months. Exposure is defined as the number of pregnancy months
exposed, based on the month when the pregnancy ended relative to the month of arrival of the health provider. MLP denotes
sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The peak at zero is
because in clusters randomly assigned a doctor, where one was not deployed, the number of exposure months is zero. The dotted
line represents the median.
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Figure A.6: Probability that health care was received from a doctor by exposure duration
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Figure 4 is a scatterplot of the mean probability that care was received from a doctor by exposure duration, with smoothed
local polynomial regression lines and 95% confidence intervals. Data are from the follow-up survey. Exposure is the number of
pregnancy months exposed to the intervention provider. The maximum possible length of exposure is 10 months – the length of
the provider’s tenure. Mid-level provider denotes sites randomly assigned an additional mid-level health provider; Doctor denotes
sites randomly assigned a new doctor.
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Figure A.7: Differences in clinical ability by provider type (CHOs and CHEWs only)
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Figure A.7 shows kernel density plots of health provider scores (out of 100) on clinical modules testing basic medical knowledge
(top left), emergency obstetric case management (top right), and management of outpatient primary care conditions (bottom left).
The clinical modules were administered by medically trained professionals on the research team. Figure A.7 compares the new
doctors to new and existing mid-level health providers (MLP). The sample of existing mid-level providers is restricted to include
only Community Health Officers (CHOs) and Community Health Extension Workers (CHEWs) to allow for direct comparability
to the newly posted mid-level providers.
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Figure A.8: Was there differential monitoring by experimental arm?
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Figure A.8 shows the mean number of surprise visits by project staff to participating health centers, along with 95% confidence
intervals. Control denotes status quo sites; MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes
sites where a new doctor was posted.
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Figure A.9: Was there differential provision of human or capital resources to health centers?
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During the endline visit to participating health centers, project staff observed and separately rated the condition of the building,
and other health center infrastructure such as tables, chairs, beds, and screens. Infrastructure upgrades or additional capital
expenditure would potentially show up here. Condition was rated on a four-point scale from one (poor) to four (excellent).
Means and 95% confidence intervals by arm are shown in Figure A.9a and Figure A.9b. In Figure A.9c, the dependent variable
is the probability that the health center received any additional workers between baseline and endline (excluding the deployed
provider). In Figure A.9d, I plot the mean number of new workers by experimental arm. Control denotes status quo sites; MLP
denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted.
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Figure A.10: Distribution of quality by health provider qualifications
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Figure A.10 plots each provider’s percentage score on the baseline proficiency assessments against their standardized quality
score. This is disaggregated by the type of medical qualification. Each solid circle denotes an individual provider. Doctor denotes
providers with an MBBS qualification, Nurse denotes providers with a nursing or midwifery certificate, CHO denotes Community
Health Officers, and CHEW denotes Community Health Extension Workers.
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Table A.2: Were attriters different from non-attriters?

Mother variables
Age
Hausa/Fulani ethnicity
Moslem
No formal schooling
Cannot read
Husband makes health-care decisions
Number of prior births
Prior stillbirth or newborn death
Months pregnant at enrollment
Offered conditional incentive
Household assets (out of 11)
Household size
Distance to health center (km)
Sample size
Omnibus test (p-value)

Non-attriters

Attriters

p-value

24.728
0.736
0.818
0.702
0.752
0.660
1.900
0.062
4.240
0.542
2.028
5.714
6.000
10586

25.091
0.485
0.530
0.492
0.632
0.575
2.233
0.053
4.194
0.429
2.504
4.996
4.550
266

0.98
0.30
0.85
0.03
0.01
0.89
0.00
0.43
0.07
0.00
0.27
0.71
0.67
0.00

Table compares the baseline characteristics of women who dropped out between baseline and endline (attriters) to women who
did not (non-attriters). I cannot compare child characteristics because these variables are only in the follow-up survey. p-values are
from a test of difference in group means and are adjusted for clustering.
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Table A.3: Was there differential attrition?

Mother variables
Age
Hausa/Fulani ethnicity
Moslem
No formal schooling
Cannot read
Husband makes health-care decisions
Number of prior births
Prior stillbirth or newborn death
Months pregnant at enrollment
Offered conditional incentive
Household assets (out of 11)
Household size
Distance to health center (km)
Sample size
Omnibus test (p-value)

Control

MLP

Doctor

MLP = C

D=C

D = MLP

Joint

25.110
0.438
0.486
0.429
0.543
0.648
2.171
0.057
4.371
0.467
2.771
4.943
5.781
105

24.849
0.535
0.563
0.563
0.690
0.563
1.887
0.028
4.242
0.394
2.239
4.915
5.285
71

25.259
0.500
0.556
0.511
0.689
0.500
2.578
0.067
3.954
0.411
2.400
5.122
2.533
90

0.78
0.64
0.53
0.20
0.24
0.37
0.11
0.47
0.82
0.55
0.32
0.67
0.97

0.84
0.79
0.71
0.75
0.59
0.14
0.53
0.76
0.55
0.99
0.97
0.60
0.80

0.97
0.30
0.91
0.40
0.76
0.50
0.05
0.41
0.37
0.62
0.28
0.44
0.86

0.95
0.57
0.82
0.43
0.49
0.30
0.10
0.58
0.67
0.81
0.47
0.74
0.88
0.99

Table compares the baseline characteristics of attriters by experimental arm. Control (C) denotes status quo sites; MLP denotes
sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor (D) denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The figures in
Columns 4-6 are p-values from a test of difference in group means. Column 7 is the p-value from a joint test of equality. p-values
are adjusted for clustering.
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Table A.4: 7-day mortality by whether medical care was received and from whom
Received medical care
No
Yes

Received care from a doctor
No
Yes

Control

# children
# deaths within 1st week
Percent

974
46
4.7%

2,033
63
3.1%

2,027
63
3.1%

6
0
0.0%

MLP Village

# children
# deaths within 1st week
Percent

852
39
4.6%

2,173
65
3.0%

2,172
65
3.0%

1
0
0.0%

Doctor Village

# children
# deaths within 1st week
Percent

949
43
4.5%

2,145
52
2.4%

1,683
45
2.7%

462
7
1.5%

The first two columns examine mortality by whether medical care was received during pregnancy in each experimental arm.
This is defined as a minimum of three prenatal visits or a birth in a health facility. The last two columns further subdivide by
whether care was received from a doctor or not. Control denotes status quo sites; MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level
health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted.
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Table A.5: Effect on 30-day mortality
(1)
Full sample

(2)
Low dose

(3)
High dose

MLP Village

0.0007
(0.0049)

Doctor Village

-0.0068
(0.0048)

0.0035
(0.0082)

-0.0209
(0.0062)

Observations
Control group mean

9124
0.0489

2915
0.0489

3200
0.0489

The dependent variable is an infant death within the first 30 days. MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was
posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. Low dosage denotes exposure duration less than the median. High
dosage denotes exposure duration greater than the median. Exposure is defined as the number of pregnancy months exposed to
the intervention provider. In Columns 2 and 3, Doctor sites are compared to MLP sites, both of which received a new provider.
All models include the extended set of controls. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health
service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table A.6: Effect on deaths in utero
(1)
Full sample

(2)
Low dose

(3)
High dose

MLP Village

-0.0051
(0.0085)

Doctor Village

-0.0022
(0.0087)

0.0213
(0.0193)

-0.0091
(0.0076)

Observations
Control group mean

10586
0.1382

3700
0.1382

3419
0.1382

The dependent variable is an indicator denoting whether an enrolled woman experienced an in utero death (a fetal loss or
death). MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was
posted. Low dosage denotes exposure duration less than the median. High dosage denotes exposure duration greater than the
median. Exposure is defined as the number of pregnancy months exposed to the intervention provider. In Columns 2 and 3,
Doctor sites are compared to MLP sites, both of which received a new provider. All models include the extended set of controls.
Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table A.7: 7-day mortality (per 100 pregnancies)
(1)
Full sample

(2)
Low dose

(3)
High dose

MLP Village

-0.0009
(0.0032)

Doctor Village

-0.0065
(0.0031)

0.0008
(0.0052)

-0.0123
(0.0048)

Observations
Control group mean

10586
0.0314

3700
0.0314

3419
0.0314

The dependent variable is an indicator denoting whether an enrolled woman experienced an early newborn death (an infant
death within the first week of life). MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites
where a new doctor was posted. Low dosage denotes exposure duration less than the median. High dosage denotes exposure
duration greater than the median. Exposure is defined as the number of pregnancy months exposed to the intervention provider.
In Columns 2 and 3, Doctor sites are compared to MLP sites, both of which received a new provider. All models include the
extended set of controls. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are
180 sites.
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Table A.8: Effect on birthweight
Birthweight (kg)

Birthweight <2.5kg

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

MLP Village

-0.013
(0.032)

-0.005
(0.032)

0.027
(0.032)

-0.009
(0.014)

-0.010
(0.014)

-0.015
(0.015)

Doctor Village

0.020
(0.032)

0.020
(0.032)

0.043
(0.034)

-0.021
(0.011)

-0.019
(0.012)

-0.024
(0.012)

Basic controls

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Extended controls

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

2072
3.135

2070
3.135

2070
3.135

2072
0.078

2070
0.079

2070
0.079

Observations
Control group mean

The dependent variables are shown in the table header. Birthweight data are only available for a subset of infants. MLP denotes
sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The omitted
comparison group is the status quo sites. Basic controls are the same as in Table 3 + an indicator for child’s sex and quarter-of-birth
fixed effects to flexibly control for time trends. Extended controls are basic controls + baseline site (health center) characteristics.
I control for monthly number of deliveries in the health center, emergency obstetric capability (whether the health center can
perform caesareans and blood transfusions), and the cleanliness of the health center as assessed by research staff on a four-point
scale. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table A.9: Effect on child weight and length
Ln (weight)

Ln (height)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

MLP Village

-0.002
(0.020)

-0.003
(0.020)

-0.006
(0.019)

-0.024
(0.016)

-0.025
(0.016)

-0.027
(0.016)

Doctor Village

0.007
(0.018)

0.005
(0.017)

0.001
(0.017)

-0.017
(0.015)

-0.018
(0.015)

-0.021
(0.015)

Basic controls

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Extended controls

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

8534
1.704

8534
1.704

8534
1.704

8521
4.005

8521
4.005

8521
4.005

Observations
Control group mean

The dependent variables are the natural logs of child weight (in kilograms) and recumbent child length (in centimeters) at followup. MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted.
The omitted comparison group is the status quo sites. Basic controls are the same as in Table 3 + an indicator for child’s sex
and quarter-of-birth fixed effects to flexibly control for time trends. Extended controls are basic controls + baseline site (health
center) characteristics. I control for monthly number of deliveries in the health center, emergency obstetric capability (whether
the health center can perform caesareans and blood transfusions), and the cleanliness of the health center as assessed by research
staff on a four-point scale. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are
180 sites.
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Table A.10: Effect of being observed on consultation length
Observer was absent

Observer was present

(1)

(2)

New MLP

-0.002
(0.058)

0.081
(0.047)

Doctor

0.170
(0.069)

0.279
(0.052)

Observations
Dep. variable mean

1214
1.000

2383
1.000

This table examines the length of the consultation when a clinical observer was present vs. not. The dependent variable is the
natural log of consultation duration in minutes. Each regression controls for provider age, sex, and years of experience, and the
following patient characteristics: age, sex, number of presenting symptoms, illness severity, self-reported health, whether it was a
new or follow-up visit, and mode of transportation to the health center. MLP denotes mid-level provider. The omitted comparison
group are existing mid-level providers. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area.
There are 180 sites.
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Table A.11: Effect on quality of obstetric care
Uterotonic administration

Cord traction

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

MLP Village

0.019
(0.017)

0.020
(0.017)

0.019
(0.016)

0.035
(0.023)

0.035
(0.023)

0.035
(0.023)

Doctor Village

0.039
(0.017)

0.040
(0.016)

0.044
(0.016)

0.048
(0.021)

0.049
(0.021)

0.055
(0.020)

Basic controls

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Extended controls

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

9126
0.329

9124
0.329

9124
0.329

9126
0.365

9124
0.365

9124
0.365

Observations
Control group mean

Table examines two obstetric procedures recommended by guidelines. Uterotonics are drugs that cause the uterus to contract.
Cord traction is a procedure used in delivering the placenta after birth. MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider
was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The omitted comparison group is the status quo sites. Basic
controls are the same as in Table 3 + an indicator for child’s sex and quarter-of-birth fixed effects to flexibly control for time trends.
Extended controls are basic controls + baseline site (health center) characteristics. I control for monthly number of deliveries in
the health center, emergency obstetric capability (whether the health center can perform caesareans and blood transfusions), and
the cleanliness of the health center as assessed by research staff on a four-point scale. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered
at the level of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table A.12: Effect on postpartum fever
(1)

(2)

MLP Village

0.019
(0.016)

0.019
(0.015)

Doctor Village

-0.022
(0.014)

-0.024
(0.014)

-0.034
(0.012)

No

Yes

Yes

9126
0.176

9124
0.176

9124
0.176

Controls
Observations
Control group mean

(3)

Table examines incidence of high-grade fever postpartum, an indication of an underlying infection. MLP denotes sites where a
new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted. The omitted comparison group
is the status quo sites. Column 3 pools observations in MLP and Control sites. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the
level of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table A.13: Specific innovations introduced by new health care providers
Mid-level Provider

Doctor

Reintroduced use of standing orders
Clerking clients
He has provided mobility for easy access
to the interiors
Rearrange process of registration in maternity
Community mobilization
More health talks
Division of labour
Division of labour
Advice on general health maintenance
Give general advice on any kind of issue
or case that comes up
Cleaning and sanit[ation] of health center environment
Advice on cleanliness and hygiene
Advice on proper sanitation and cleanliness
of the environment
She provide services on overtime [..] at
any time of the day
Advice and encourage to approach patients
in good manner and behavior
Advice on sanitation and cleanliness
of the environment
He explained importance of adhering
to clinical advice
Gives advice on environmental sanitation
of the health center
Advice on proper sanitation and cleanliness
of the health center

Brought a change in the handling of some cases
e.g. incomplete abortion
Brought in new ideas in management
of convulsion and labour
Carrying out some tests not done previously, and
management of cases too e.g severe hypertension
Thoroughness in clerking of patients
New line of treatment in some illness e.g fits
Brought a new method of delivery and always
encouraged on using antiseptic
Towards diagnosis and laboratory management
Improved post abortion care
Improved health talks
Blood transfusion techniques
Case management
Patients card
Knowledge sharing with other staff
Proper coordination of the hospital and cleanliness
He advised and adhering to clinical cleanness
[..] requesting for urinalysis on any cases of high
blood pressure, and also advice on use of normal
saline in dressing
He does give idea and information on how
and what treatment to give to patients when
any kind of case arise
Gives advice on general clinical procedures
and maintenance
Advice on health environmental cleanliness
She brought idea of patient treatment chart
Advice on proper antenatal visit times [..]
Washing or dressing of injuries with normal saline
[..] Drafted procedures in ways of handling
any antenatal cases
Emphasis on urinalysis for any cases of
high blood pressure
Advice on using normal saline in [wound] dressing [..]
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Table A.14: Effects on utilization of medical care
(1)

(2)

(3)

MLP Village

0.023
(0.017)

0.026
(0.017)

0.020
(0.017)

Doctor Village

0.000
(0.018)

0.007
(0.018)

0.008
(0.018)

Basic controls

No

Yes

Yes

Extended controls

No

No

Yes

10586
0.603

10586
0.603

10586
0.603

Observations
Control group mean

The dependent variable is an indicator denoting use of medical care during pregnancy – three or more prenatal visits or a facility
delivery. MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was
posted. The omitted comparison group is the status quo sites. Basic controls are the same as in Table 3 + an indicator for child’s
sex and quarter-of-birth fixed effects to flexibly control for time trends. Extended controls are basic controls + baseline site (health
center) characteristics. I control for monthly number of deliveries in the health center, emergency obstetric capability (whether
the health center can perform caesareans and blood transfusions), and the cleanliness of the health center as assessed by research
staff on a four-point scale. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are
180 sites.
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Table A.15: Is there evidence of changes in substitution patterns?
(1)
At home

(2)
Public hospital

(3)
Health center

(4)
Other public

(5)
Private facility

(6)
Other location

MLP Village

-0.045
(0.018)

-0.000
(0.006)

0.031
(0.020)

0.009
(0.006)

-0.000
(0.003)

0.006
(0.007)

Doctor Village

-0.041
(0.019)

-0.009
(0.006)

0.045
(0.020)

0.001
(0.006)

-0.003
(0.002)

0.007
(0.006)

Observations
Control group mean

9126
0.556

9126
0.032

9126
0.331

9126
0.016

9126
0.007

9126
0.058

The table looks at where a study child was born. I define a set of indicators for the site of delivery: (1) at home (2) in a public hospital, (3) in the community health center, (4)
in another public health facility, including another primary health center, (5) in a private hospital or clinic, and (6) in some other location (this includes churches and maternity
homes). I regress each of these on the treatment assignment indicators. MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new
doctor was posted. The omitted comparison group is the status quo sites. All models include the extended set of controls. Standard errors in parentheses are clustered at the level
of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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Table A.16: Mean characteristics of health care users by experimental arm

Variables
Age
Hausa/Fulani ethnicity
Religion is Islam
No formal schooling
Cannot read
Husband makes health-care decisions
Number of prior births
Prior stillbirth or newborn death
Last birth in health facility
Offered conditional incentive
Household assets (out of 11)
Household size
Number of health problems during pregnancy
Male infant
Multiple birth
Caesarean delivery
Health card available
Sample size

Control

MLP

Doctor

MLP = C

D=C

D = MLP

Joint

24.857
0.708
0.824
0.684
0.714
0.611
1.900
0.065
0.215
0.615
2.118
5.848
1.978
0.520
0.012
0.011
0.720
2091

24.793
0.689
0.809
0.685
0.760
0.626
1.851
0.056
0.192
0.612
2.041
5.773
2.080
0.526
0.013
0.013
0.743
2241

24.513
0.754
0.819
0.668
0.731
0.643
1.901
0.057
0.231
0.578
2.055
5.525
1.955
0.538
0.013
0.007
0.746
2223

0.91
0.29
0.01
0.31
0.31
0.62
0.33
0.32
0.22
0.92
0.87
0.35
0.53
0.59
0.82
0.22
0.86

0.09
0.20
0.35
0.53
0.62
0.12
0.76
0.39
0.71
0.11
0.82
0.20
0.71
0.15
0.60
0.52
0.70

0.10
0.01
0.21
0.77
0.68
0.27
0.56
0.97
0.16
0.16
0.66
0.68
0.35
0.36
0.73
0.07
0.85

0.16
0.03
0.03
0.60
0.59
0.30
0.61
0.57
0.31
0.21
0.90
0.43
0.64
0.34
0.87
0.18
0.93

Table tests for differences in the characteristics of women who received health care during pregnancy in each arm. Control (C)
denotes sites not assigned any new providers; MLP denotes sites randomly assigned an additional mid-level provider; Doctor denotes
sites where a new doctor was posted. The figures in Columns 4-6 are p-values from a test of difference in group means. Column 7 is
the p-value from a joint test of equality. P-values are adjusted for clustering.
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Table A.17: Effect of the intervention on average provider quality (First stage)
(1)
Proficiency score %

(2)
Standardized Proficiency

MLP Village

0.632
(2.268)

0.039
(0.101)

Doctor Village

13.703
(2.265)

0.488
(0.100)

Observations
Control group mean

180
43.600

180
-0.000

The dependent variable is average provider proficiency as measured by the average overall percentage score on the clinical
proficiency assessments (Column 1) and by a standardized quality index derived using Principal Component Analysis (Column
2). MLP denotes sites where a new mid-level health provider was posted; Doctor denotes sites where a new doctor was posted.
The omitted comparison group is the status quo sites. Each observation is a Health Service Area. Standard errors in parentheses
are adjusted for clustering.
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Table A.18: (New) Provider quality and infant mortality
(1)
Proficiency score (%)

(2)

-0.0018
(0.0008)

Standardized proficiency

-0.0030
(0.0020)
9124
0.0363

N
Control group mean

9124
0.0363

The dependent variable is the probability of an infant death within the first week of life. The right-hand-side variable is average
provider quality as measured by average overall performance on the clinical proficiency assessments (Column 1) and by an average
standardized quality index derived using Principal Component Analysis (Column 2). The coefficient on the Proficiency score is
multiplied by 10 so that a unit change represents a 10-point shift. All models include the extended set of controls. Standard errors
in parentheses are clustered at the level of the primary health service area. There are 180 sites.
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